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I: Student/Community Profile Data
Include the following:
● An updated student/community profile that includes the following: a brief, general
description of the school and its programs; the school’s vision, mission, and learner outcomes;
student and faculty/staff demographics; and student achievement data for a three-year
period.
● An updated summary of data with implications, identified critical learner needs, and
important questions for staff discussion.
➔ Note: U
 se the current student/community profile and summary that has been updated annually since
the last full visit and other annual progress reports. (See Task 1 of the Focus on Learning manual.)

COMMUNITY:
Oakland School for the Arts (OSA) serves 770 students in grades 6-12. Students are
enrolled following an audition and then a lottery for those who pass the audition. The
audition determines their skill level in one of eleven artistic disciplines: Theatre, Visual Art,
Vocal Music, Instrumental Music, Literary Arts, Digital Media, Production Design, Fashion
Design, Audio Production and Engineering, Dance and Figure Skating. These departments,
alternately referred to as “Schools”, form the core of OSA’s arts training. The largest
departments (Theatre, Visual Art, Instrumental Music, Vocal Music and Dance) have Middle
School and High School programs, while the others (Literary Arts, Production Design,
Fashion Design, Audio Production and Engineering and Digital Media) do not. Figure
Skating currently has only 13 students enrolled, all in middle school. This program will be
phased out over the next two years as students proceed to high school. Since our 2014
WASC report, OSA has phased out the Circus Arts emphasis, as it was not sustainable as
part of our long-term OSA Arts programming. Having independent staff and independent
facilities outside of OSA makes it difficult for the school to manage the curriculum and
student experience within adjunct programs. There is an additional facilities cost as well as
a liability risk in having programs that are not under OSA's control and jurisdiction. Finally,
all Arts emphases at OSA offer A-G course offerings within their curriculum. Circus Arts
was not part of the A-G programming. The Figure Skating phase out will happen for similar
reasons.. Please note that all Figure Skating students are given the option to transfer into
another emphasis at OSA for high school. OSA's Artistic Director meets with each family to
support transition from Figure Skating into another program at OSA.
OSA students come from many different cities in the Bay Area. During our charter renewal
process in 2015 through Oakland Unified School District (OUSD), it was agreed that a
higher ratio (2:1) of our student population should come from Oakland proper. At that
time, almost 40% of OSA students came from outside Oakland. Since then OSA has admitted
more students from Oakland, and now approximately two-thirds (468 students) come from
Oakland, thereby meeting the goal.
OSA prides itself on maintaining a diverse environment where all students can thrive. At
the time of the WASC report in 2014, it was noted that OSA students were 68% female and
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that that number was extraordinarily high. Currently the percentage is 65% female. OSA
has tried to make the school a more welcoming place for male students by studying the
best ways to support them.
In addition, it is recognized that there has been a marked change in the way that students
perceive themselves over the last few years. OSA has been working towards creating an
accepting atmosphere for students who identify their gender as non-binary. There is a
strong sense of gender fluidity around the school, which is supported by the Queer and
Allies Club as well as the Queer and Trans Club . OSA has acknowledged student identity
by reassigning bathrooms on both floors of the school as gender neutral. OSA has held
assemblies for middle school students addressing the issues of bullying (both cyber- and
other) and about maintaining an atmosphere of acceptance for all students and teachers.
OSA offers a Gender Studies elective for Juniors and Seniors.
OSA is a place where students naturally connect with each other via involvement in their
emphasis. However, it has been noted at times, especially this year as students express
strong feelings about the current political climate, that students can become polarized. OSA
has tried to keep mutual student respect at a high level by holding a day long workshop for
7th graders and 10th graders on Awareness and Tolerance for the last three years. The
school held an assembly this year for high school on race, oppression and white privilege.
The school also sponsors the Black Student Union (BSU), which meets weekly.
OSA students have generally had strong arts experiences prior to enrollment. Much of this
experience, however, is outside of the general elementary or middle schools they have
attended, as many public schools have cut their arts programs. Students’ families have
often pursued arts experiences from local agencies and after-school programs; many have
supported the students with private lessons and other arts activities. OSA has added a new
program called Step It Up to encourage students who may not have had strong arts
experience to be more prepared to apply. These students receive weekly arts training at
OSA through the Fall and are then encouraged to audition. Academic departments are also
involved in assessment and support of these students once admitted.
Parent involvement at OSA is extremely robust and purposeful. Parents form teams of
event planners, fundraisers and departmental liaisons, usually as part of the arts
department of their child. There are regular monthly meetings, although there is also
extensive parent activity on show nights and during other departmental events. Parents
create a weekly newsletter that is endorsed by the school and which lists various events
and important information for parents.
Family and Community Trends:
The OSA community has changed through the years. In 2007 the school enrolled 295
students, and the population was 60% African-American and 32% Free and Reduced
lunch-eligible. In 2014 enrollment rose to 670 and the racial composition was significantly
different, with 40% identifying as White and another 22% identifying as multi-ethnic. Free
and Reduced lunch-eligibility dropped to 12% by 2014 and is now 10%. This trend
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indicates both OSA’s recent appeal to new communities and the creation of the new
multi-ethnic category, which made comparisons through the years challenging.
During the Charter renewal process in 2015, OSA was asked to better reflect the
demographics of Oakland. The student enrollment trends at that time were leading OSA in
the opposite direction. OSA began to change the promotional process by reaching out to
local agencies, like churches, and after school and arts programs, instead of the traditional
outreach to public schools. In addition, OSA now runs a comprehensive Step It Up program
and makes weekly visits to two local elementary schools (see below) to encourage students
from many different demographic groups to apply.
OSA Student Demographic Data (2014 to the Present)
Compared to Oakland Demographics
Oakland
Demographics (%)

OSA Students in
2014 (%)

OSA Students in
2017 (%)

Native American

--

.2

1

Black

26

22

17

White

27

41

42

Latino

25

6

4

Asian

17

3

6

Pacific Islander

--

1

.7

Multi-ethnic

4

24

27

Decline to State

--

2

1

Although the Black and Latino populations appear to have decreased, students who are
multi-ethnic has risen, which may account for the difference from the 2014 data. This
percentage is also much larger than the Oakland percentage for multi-ethnic - and may
actually be evidence of a shift in OSA’s demographics. The school will continue efforts to
achieve the demographic that is OSA’s goal.
In addition to a more wide reaching promotional push, OSA also took steps to ensure the
OSA opportunity was available to families and students throughout the region. As
mentioned earlier, the school developed the Step It Up outreach program, which started in
the summer of 2013 and has admitted 50 students. Step It Up gives preference to Oakland
students in specific zip codes within the city. These zip codes were chosen based on
Oakland's most impacted neighborhoods (low-income statistics). The zip codes reflect East
and West Oakland, primarily.
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Step It Up is OSA's primary vehicle to meet the mission to support underrepresented
students. The recruitment efforts and scope to which students are recruited from all over
Oakland is much more extensive than presented in the previous WASC report. In addition,
most of the Arts programs now have a Step It Up feeder program (Dance was added this
year and Fashion Design, Production Design, Literary Arts, and Digital Media last year). In
2014, Instrumental Music was the only program that was being funded to provide Step It
Up support.
In addition, an OSA teacher visits two local schools on a weekly basis, to teach art and work
with 5th graders on portfolio and audition preparation.
Another trend worth noting is the transformation of the Uptown Oakland neighborhood.
Since 2006, 6000 housing units were constructed and the neighborhood has become a
thriving arts and entertainment district, with many galleries and performance spaces
available to the local arts community and the public. Much of this growth has taken place
after OSA’s 2009 move into The Fox Theater facility, considered the centerpiece of the arts
district. This trend is continuing with many new restaurants, performance spaces and
galleries opening up around the Fox Theater since 2014.
Parent and Community Organizations and Strategic Partners:
The Alliance of Parents and Teachers (APT) is the formal OSA parent organization that
holds monthly meetings, has its own officers and board, and creates events and activities
that support the overall mission of the school. In addition, each arts emphasis has its own
parent leadership structures. Departmental boards manage finances, support events, build
stages and gallery environments, and, in general, form the backbone of these busy,
fast-moving departments.
In addition, there is a range of key community agencies (both local and national) with
whom the school has deep and substantial relationships that enrich the arts environment
and provide many real-world opportunities for our students, including American
Conservatory Theater (ACT), Berklee College of Music, California College of the Arts,
Children’s Fairyland, East Bay Symphony Orchestra, Youth Speaks, The Great Wall of
Oakland, and the Curran Theater in San Francisco.
WASC History:
OSA received a preliminary accreditation upon its inception in 2003 and a three-year
accreditation in 2008. In 2011, the Visiting Committee extended the accreditation through
2014. After the WASC visit in April of 2014, OSA received a 6-year accreditation through
June 30, 2020.
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School Purpose and Vision:
Mission Statement:
OSA will inspire its students to find their unique, powerful voices.
Vision:
To give the world generations of innovative problem solvers, creative thinkers, authentic
leaders and ground-breaking artists, all of whom contribute to the local and global
communities, demonstrating the essential value of the arts in all we do.
Expected School-Wide Learner Results/Outcomes:
These ESLR’s were updated in 2014 and they are still viable today. The ESLR’s will prepare
OSA graduates to be:
Effective communicators who:
• Clearly articulate ideas and speak and write with eloquence and passion
• Use appropriate communication in different environments
• Listen to others with empathy and understanding
• Demonstrate their artistic and creative voices
• Accept and offer constructive criticism
Critical thinkers who:
• Question ideas and analyze a variety of perspectives
• Recognize bias and respond appropriately
• Develop informed opinions while remaining open to other views
• Use both imagination and logic in solving problems
• Demonstrate intellectual curiosity and discipline
Dynamic global citizens who:
• Contribute to the community and value the contributions of others
• Collaborate successfully to reach goals and create beneficial outcomes
• Stay informed about world events; develop a sense of social responsibility
• Reflect the community from which they come
• Solve conflicts peacefully
• Respect the physical and cultural environments of all people
• Are accountable for their choices and actions
• Demonstrate a high degree of integrity and character
Self-disciplined students and artists who:
• Display pride and passion in their artistic and academic work
• Demonstrate consistent effort and commitment through practice and focused study
• Challenge themselves to achieve high standards in all endeavors
• Appreciate and respect the artistic and academic efforts of others
• Innovate and create in all aspects of their work
• Move into adulthood with maximum opportunities and choices
• Develop their own identity
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School Program Data
At OSA, online instruction is used to help students recover credit, expand course selection
options, and create individualized programs for students. Because OSA’s graduation
requirements match the A-G requirements, students must pass all required classes with a
70% or higher to earn credit. If they fall short of 70% either semester, students have to
repeat the class in order to graduate. OSA encourages students to take online courses
instead of repeating a class, so that they are accessing different curriculum and can work at
their own pace. Students use online programs that are UC/CSU approved and OSA
monitors their progress. OSA currently has 23 students enrolled in online courses.
Many OSA students choose to take Cyber High courses. Cyber High programs are $80 per
semester and the program offers all OSA required Social Studies, Math, and English courses.
Students cannot take Science online through any program and Cyber High does not offer
World Language classes. Students complete all of the course work at home or on school
computers and take exams on site with a teacher/staff member present.
Students who prefer a different option have taken online courses through BYU and through
California Virtual Academies. These programs have a more user-friendly structure with
online tutors available.
Students who participate in study abroad programs have also used online course work to
earn credit for courses they missed while studying overseas. OSA has also had students
who graduate early use Cyber High to take senior level courses during their junior year.
Students with a significant number of course credits to recover in their senior year are
enrolled in a special credit recovery class. There are currently 11 students enrolled in the
program.
Students also take courses through the Peralta Community College District, our local junior
college system. Students take off-campus courses for a variety of reasons, including credit
recovery, building a college transcript early, or attending a course not offered at OSA, for
example, Mandarin and ASL Language classes and Calculus BC math class.
Demographic Data
Enrollment:
As mentioned earlier, Oakland School for the Arts (OSA) has grown from 670 students in
grades 6-12 in 2014 to 770 students in 2017. In 2014, there were at least twelve languages
other than English spoken by OSA students, with the greatest number of students
identifying as Spanish speakers. OSA had 41 students who have a language other than
English as their primary language. Now there are over nineteen different languages
represented. 87 students have a language other than English as their primary language, and
Spanish is still the most prevalent language other than English.
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Primary Languages (other than English)

2 of these students are classified as EL students. There are 44 IFEP student and 43 RFEP
students. After the administration of the CELDT test this year, one of the EL students was
classified as Advanced and the other was classified as Intermediate. This wide variety of
primary languages may indicate a shift in the student population, thereby more closely
resembling Oakland’s demographics.
OSA students are supported by a wide variety of programs at the school. Approximately
180 students are enrolled in high school AP and Honors classes. Students have been
enrolled in AP classes since 2009. During the last seven years, the Advanced Placement
program at OSA has evolved and grown significantly. In 2009, OSA had 7 seniors take AP
exams with a 29% passing rate and in 2013, OSA had 55 students in multiple grade levels
take AP courses with a 75% passing rate. In 2016, OSA had 100 students take AP exams
with a 88% passing rate. The courses OSA offers began with AP Psychology and AP
Calculus AB in 2009, and over the last 5 years has added 1-2 courses each year. In addition
to Psychology and Calculus, OSA now offers English Language and Composition and US
History in the 11th grade year, Psychology and US Government in the 12th grade year, Music
Theory 9th-12th grade and Studio Art in 11th and 12th grade. In addition, students who have
not taken the AP course can sign up to take any AP exam each year. For the ‘17-’18 school
year, OSA has added Honors Environmental Science with the intention of making this AP
Environmental Science for the ‘18-’19 school year. Other honors options that have been
recently added to our course offerings are Gender Studies, Ethnic Studies, and English II.
9
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To maintain a diverse population in AP courses, OSA’s policy is to keep the courses open
enrollment. Students that meet GPA requirements are automatically permitted to enroll in
these courses, while students that do not meet the requirements can enroll in AP courses
with a teacher recommendation that they can attain by establishing a clear success plan for
the course with the teacher. OSA does require that students complete summer reading
assignments and write on-site essays in August for acceptance into the AP classes.
Teachers grade the placement essays and summer coursework without student names
attached and then make placement decisions entirely based on student work.
This year, OSA has 54 students in AP English Literature, 24 in AP US History, 30 in AP
English Language, 13 in AP Calculus, 14 in AP Music Theory, 28 in AP Psychology, 11 in AP
Government and 20 in AP Studio Art. OSA does not require students to take AP exams, as
there is a financial commitment involved. However, state funds and College Board fee
reductions are used to significantly subsidize exams for students on Free and Reduced
lunch. Low-income students only pay $5 per exam. In the English classes, almost 100% of
students choose to take the AP exam. OSA had close to this rate in AP Music Theory, as
well. The other classes have about 70% of the students choosing to take the AP exam at the
end of the year. OSA also offers high school honors courses for, primarily, 9th and 10th
grade students, in Honors English 10, Geometry, and Algebra II.
Students are supported in high school as they look towards college and career decisions.
The school's part time college advisor works with juniors and seniors as they make plans,
take college entrance exams, submit applications, and transition from high school to a
variety of post secondary options. Up until 2014, 80% of students matriculated to four-year
universities, 15% to two-year colleges and vocational programs, and 5% to work, the
military, or gap years. These figures have shifted slightly with 74% of students attending
four-year universities, 18% to two year programs and 8% choosing to work, travel, attend
vocational schools, join the military or remain undecided. The school also delivers the
College Summit "Launch" and "Navigator" curriculum in the 9th and 12th grades to support
student's exploration of their personality type, strengths, career options and related majors
and university options.
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OSA provides strong support for students requiring both IEP’s and 504’s. OSA has its own
Special Education department administered through El Dorado County. There are a total
of 67 IEP students, up from 48 students in 2014, with 5 current pending assessments,
up from 4 in 2014.
IEP (and pending) Students by Grade Level

The distribution of student needs is classified into six different areas:
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Most students receive a combination of push in and pull out services from one of our
three Education Specialists. In 2014 there were just two Education Specialists. Our
focus is on an inclusive education model, although some students who have a higher
level of need have a daily resource period in their schedule. In 2014, OSA had a Day
Treatment therapeutic program on site called the Therapeutically Enriched Educational
Model (TEEM), to allow the service of students' more intensive social emotional needs
without having to place them in a nonpublic school (NPS) or residential treatment
center (RTC). This was phased out a year ago as the students in the program graduated
and the needs of the student population shifted. Other SpEd staff members include the
Director of Special Education, a part-time Instructional Assistant, who also handles
most of the IEP scheduling and paperwork, and a Behavior Assistant. There is also a full
time School Psychologist, a Clinical Social Worker and a Staff Counselor with a PPS.
These people meet routinely with IEP students to provide therapeutic and behavioral
support in groups and individual counseling sessions. These professionals also meet
with the general education population in short term, solution-focused meetings, as well
as consulting with parents and outside providers about student needs.
Our 504 program currently serves 67 high school students and 18 middle school
students. Since our 2014 report these numbers have increased for high school and are
two less for middle school. It has been recognized that recently medical providers have
created a collective consciousness in the community towards requesting 504
accommodations for students, which has generated an increase in our 504 numbers in
high school. These programs are designed for students and their families to support
their academic and artistic success. The 504 coordinators schedule meetings with new
families, teachers and counselors. During the meetings, the counselors present any
findings from testing, teachers present data on grades and performance in class, and
parents contribute information about their student, both historic and personal. All of
12
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this evidence allows the group to come up with the best accommodations that will help
students access the curriculum based on their learning situations. Many students are
faced with challenges that include ADD and ADHD as well as specific medical and stress
related conditions. Typical accommodations are such things as helping students learn
organization and study skills, preferential seating, and extended time on assignments
and tests. The 504 program monitors and supports the ongoing success of this group of
students.
Attendance:
Students’ average daily rate of attendance is 95%, which is lower than acceptable. OSA is
implementing strategies to make sure that students do come to school, on time, and
remain in school all day. The tardiness rate has fallen from 1.6% in 2014 to 1.1% in
2016-2017.
Discipline:
OSA enforces firm discipline policies in both high school and middle school. In the
middle school, with a total of 332 students last year (2015-2016), there were 316
discipline referrals, 8 suspensions and no expulsions. In the high school, with a total of
420 students last year (2015-2016), there were 320 discipline referrals, 10 suspensions
and no expulsions.
In total, between middle and high school, with 770 students this year (2016-17), there
have been 424 referrals and 17 suspensions. OSA is working on reducing the number of
suspensions, and the composition of the students being suspended, by holding teacher
training sessions on cultural responsiveness, increasing our academic support programs
and implementing Restorative Justice principles.
Socioeconomic Status:
Currently, the majority of OSA students come from a mid-level socioeconomic level. In
2014, OSA had 111 students (12%) who had Free and Reduced lunch-eligible status. In
2017, that number dropped to 69 (10%), which may be a consequence of the enrolled
students not being reflective of Oakland and Oakland’s demographics. The expectation
is that this number will again rise as OSA admits a more demographically balanced
population next school year.
Facility:
Oakland School for the Arts considers it a privilege to occupy the 2nd and 3rd floors of the
refurbished, historic Fox Theater in the uptown Oakland area. OSA moved into its current
facility in The Fox Theater complex in January 2009. The facility was fully vetted through
the historic building process and the local building code requirements. It is safe, clean and
fully functional in all its Fire and HVAC systems. It is managed by a local facility
management organization hired by the City of Oakland to maintain the environment. The
organization’s representative is here regularly to check on our needs and the maintenance
of the building. This has been an effective relationship and OSA student attend school in a
13
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facility that meets most of their educational needs.
OSA has entered into a janitorial contract with a local company to ensure the grounds are
clean and sanitary. This too has been an effective arrangement and the school places a
priority on cleanliness and aesthetics.
Since 2014, OSA has outgrown the 59,000 square feet of space in the Fox Theater. Leases
have been acquired for several other spaces in the surrounding area.
1. The “White Box” gallery, off-campus one block away, serves as a gallery and storage
area for the under-resourced Visual Arts department.
2. The “Black Box” theater, part of the Fox facility, was also serving as a scene shop.
This took it out of action at key times and in many ways was not ideal for this
activity. Last summer, OSA began leasing the Newberry building across the street
from the Fox Theater and installed a large work space for Production Design, freeing
up the Black Box for performances.
3. Instrumental Music was meeting in less than ideal spaces scattered all over the Fox
Theater. The acquisition and updating of the Newberry building allowed that
department to have a home of its own, complete with instrument lockers.
4. OSA needed a larger performance space, as well as space for the growing Theater
department. The historic Sweet’s Ballroom was leased, around the block from the
Fox Theater, and now serves as the heart of the Theater Department, as well as a
venue for school assemblies and events.
5. OSA still partners with the Sharks Ice Rink to house specialized Ice Skating
programs in PE.
In summary, OSA is fortunate to have been part of the urban revitalization of Uptown
Oakland and to secure space in the historic Fox Theater. The location is ideal and the Fox is
central to OSA’s identity as a school. In fact, the school mascot is “The Fox.” With all of this,
OSA is also a growing presence in downtown Oakland with additional venues on Telegraph
and Broadway Avenues, both major thoroughfares.
Faculty/Staff Demographics:
OSA currently has 107 active staff members, up from 89 in 2014. This number has risen
along with the number of students. In 2014, there were 3 sections of required courses per
grade level. There are now 4 sections of each class. 61% of the staff are female, and 39%
are male. The ethnic breakdown is displayed on the chart below.
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Professional and Staff Development:
OSA staff continue to have most professional development occur on Monday afternoons
when OSA students are dismissed 2 hours early. There is a rotating schedule where one
week the Math & English Department faculty meet, followed by meetings in the two
divisions (middle school and high school). The second week, Science & History faculty
meet, and then teachers have time for collaboration across departments.. As for school
wide development, before the school year started, a day-long presentation called Journey
to Responsiveness, Focus on Culture was given by Dr. Sharroky Hollie. One of the goals as a
school is to do a better job teaching/reaching the African-American students. Participating
in this workshop was an important step as OSA strives to become more culturally aware of
backgrounds other than that of each individual, especially perceptions of Black culture. OSA
has had several additional meetings on what was learned from the workshop and how
these ideas have been applied in individual teaching practices during the year. In addition,
Teacher Evaluation forms have been updated to reflect the development of cultural
awareness that a teacher displays in their classroom.
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT DATA
OSA does not have an Academic Performance Index to report for the last three years. As
California transitions from the CST test to the CAASPP Test, the California Department of
Education states:
“On March 13, 2014, the State Board of Education (SBE) approved not to calculate the
API for local educational agencies (LEAs) and schools for the 2014 and 2015 academic
years. As a result, the 2014, 2015, and 2016 API reports will not be produced.”
On the 2016-17 State Ranks and Similar Schools Ranks Spreadsheet
OSA’s Statewide Ranking was “9” for both 2015 and 2016. This is a shift from the “8”
assigned in 2014. In addition, the Similar Students rank rose to a “4” (from a “3” in 2014).
15
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California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) Results
2014 was a “gap year” as the state of California offered paper and pencil versions of the
new tests to schools as a courtesy, while the state transitioned from the California
Standards Test (CST) to the California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress
(CAASPP). Although our students took the tests, the results were considered to be useful
for preparing for future tests, only.
Here are the results of our CAASPP testing for 2015 and 2016.
English Language Arts/Literacy 2015 (All Students)

English Language Arts/Literacy 2016 (All Students)

One means of tracking growth is to examine the ELA results between 6th graders in 2015
and, then view their results as 7th graders in 2016. The same comparison can be made
between 2015’s 7th graders and 2016’s 8th graders. There is a considerable shift into the
Standard Exceeded Level between 6th and 7th grades, with the levels remaining fairly
16
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constant between 7th and 8th grades.

Mathematics 2015 (all Students)

Mathematics 2016 (all Students)
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Comparison of Math results between 2015 and 2016 shows that there is a considerable
shift into the Standard Exceeded Level between 6th and 7th grades, and then, again,
another large shift into the Standard Exceeded Level between 7th and 8th grade.
However, at this point there is a new group of students moving into the Standard Not Met
range.

OSA has had concerns with an achievement gap, especially between African-American
students and the rest of the student population. Examining our data for growth between
2015 and 2016 shows the following.
English Language Arts/Literacy 2015 - 2016 (African-American Students)

18
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Comparison of the change between grades on the ELA tests indicates that students moved
from Standard Not Met in 6th grade to Standard Nearly Met in 7th grade, and then many
of the students moved up a level again between 7th and 8th grade - from Standard Nearly
Met to Standard Met. This is just what OSA wants to accomplish with students.

Mathematics 2015 - 2016 (African-American Students)
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It appears from comparison of the Math results on these two tables that students moved up
and down from the Standard Met category between 6th and 7th grade. But, then, between
7th and 8th grade, students mainly moved into the Standard Exceeded range with a few
falling into the Standard Not Met level.

Comparison of ELA and Math CAASPP Scores 2016 (All OSA Students)
20
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Comparison of the ELA and Math scores for 2016 shows that there is still somewhat of a
disparity between OSA students mastery in these two subject areas. However, the middle
school data may be more based on class ability as evidenced by the consistency in the size
of the gap, except for 7th grade where students did better in math than in ELA. The large
difference in high school scores can be attributed to the fact that, although OSA offers math
classes through AP Honors Calculus, most of the juniors had finished math coursework as
sophomores in Algebra II, and had not been involved in any math class during the
2015-2016 school year. Therefore, they were not fully prepared for the assessment.
However, this year, OSA realized that juniors would need refresher work, and classes were
offered for 8 Monday afternoons before the CAASPP tests were given.
It is not possible to judge positive or negative growth in math since the last WASC report
because the new assessment is so completely different from the CST. However, it is clear
that OSA students still struggle in math. However, the school has taken many steps to help
resolve that deficiency, as evidenced in our Action Plan (See Section 4).
NOTE: Test scores for EL students are not included, as OSA does not have a significant
population of these students.
California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE)
This exam is no longer required by the State of California for graduation.
Graduation Rate:
21
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Of our 11 graduated classes from 2005-2016, (702 students), 74% matriculated to
four-year schools, 18% to two-year programs, and 8% chose work, travel, vocational
schools, the military, or were undecided.
As for 2017, acceptances are just occurring. At this time, 80% of the class have applied, and
been accepted to over 100 four-year colleges and universities. Of the 106 seniors for
2016-2017, the expectation is that 92 - 97% will matriculate in early June.
California English Language Development Test (CELDT)
OSA has two students classified as English Language learners. After the administration of
the CELDT test this year, one of the EL students was classified as Advanced and the other
was classified as Intermediate.
Questions for Staff Discussion
As OSA advances under the leadership of a new Director, the issues that have been
recognized as critical for a sustainable and healthy future for OSA are as follows:
1. Given the popularity of the OSA program, how can OSA expand, but still keep the
same spirit that defines the OSA culture?
2. As OSA moves towards more closely resembling Oakland demographics, what
cultural sensitivities need to be incorporated as new students and families are
welcomed to OSA?
3. What can OSA do to continue to reach, motivate, encourage, inspire and support our
Black and Brown students, especially boys?
Current ideas for addressing these issues are listed in the updated Action Plan in Section 4.
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II: Significant Changes and Developments
●
●

Include a description of any significant changes and/or developments, i.e., program additions
since the last full visit, changes in student enrollment, staffing changes.
Describe the impact these changes and/or developments have had on the school and/or
specific curricular programs.

Facilities
As the number of students has increased, OSA has added several new facilities. The
Newberry building across the street from the Fox Theater has been completely refurbished
to accommodate the growing Instrumental Music program. With this change (lockers for
instruments, separate rooms for different music genres, and the addition of new programs
like World Music focusing on Chinese and Afro-Cuban music and the formation of Chamber
Music groups) the department has performed at over 30 events this school year both in and
out of house. Students have collaborated with professional performing groups from around
the Bay Area including the Kronos Quartet, Cal Performances, SF Performances, SF Jazz,
The Great Wall Chinese Orchestra, Mason Bates' Mercury Soul project, to name a few. The
students are often in competition and have brought home superior ratings from the
California Music Education Association, the South Bay Guitar Society, Junior Bach, and
USOMC. From 2014 to 2017 the department has grown in numbers from 120 students to
150.
Included in the Newberry acquisition was the creation of a STEAM lab and the appointment
of a STEAM coordinator to better support the science and math programs by incorporating
the arts into the STEM curriculum. The STEAM lab is designed to be a space available to all
OSA students and departments for exploration and development in these areas. The plan is
to have all students experience the STEAM lab, where they can solve problems in a tangible
way using materials that range from paper and glue to 3D printers and laser cutters. OSA
has recently received a grant from Google to help support an after school computer
programming club for next year. Included in this grant are Chromebooks to be used by all
STEAM students in the STEAM lab.
Finally, a large work space was developed in the Newberry for Production Design, allowing
the department to have all their equipment and supplies freely available, as well as having
room to leave projects in progress set up for daily work. This addition allowed the Black
Box in the Fox Theater to be used only for performances, rather than doubling as a space
for construction.
In the Spring of 2014, OSA acquired a lease on Sweet’s Ballroom, a facility located around
the corner from the Fox Theater. After a major upgrade in electrical and fire-proofing, the
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space has been available to our Theater department for classes daily as well as for large
events such as the Governor’s Gala (a major fund-raiser for the school) , student
assemblies, and performances by various departments.
Student Population
OSA has grown from a student population of 670 in 2014, to a current enrollment of 770
students. This growth happened as the pool of qualified applicants increased and as the
new and improved facilities allowed for it.
As OSA strives to resemble the demographics of Oakland, the Step It Up program was
created to prepare and accept students from the area who have potential in the arts, but
may not have had the preparation that many typical applicants have had. Oakland School
for the Arts is proud to serve as an Arts resource for the greater Oakland community by
offering Step It Up, an extensive after-school arts instruction program for families and
children throughout the year.
All Step It Up classes are held after school on Mondays from 5-7 pm in the studios and
classrooms of OSA. Step It Up offers free instruction in most of the Art departments:
Digital Media, Instrumental Music, Literary Art, Production Design, Fashion Design and
Dance to youth in grades 5-8 who reside in the City of Oakland. Students learn
foundational and technical skills, and are taught by professional artists and teachers from
OSA. Students also learn audition techniques as well as portfolio building skills. Workshops
are held once a week for 16 weeks on OSA's campus. Although participation in Step It Up
does not guarantee entrance into OSA, there will be an OSA audition specifically for Step It
Up students in the spring of each school year. This year's goal for Step It Up was to reach
150 underserved elementary and middle school students. 110 students applied for the
program. 84 participated in the Step It Up audition. 26 were accepted for next year and
the rest were wait-listed. .
Auditions
OSA has been successful at attracting new students, with 800 youth applying this year. 435
applicants met the audition requirements and were entered into the school’s enrollment
lottery for 2017-2018. OSA's chartering authority, the Oakland Unified School District,
requires that OSA maintain a level of service to Oakland residents, so Oakland residents are
granted priority in the lottery. OSA also offers preferences for siblings of current students,
and children of founders, staff, and board members. These preferences are published on
OSA’s website. As a result of the lottery, 149 applicants have been invited to enroll, the
remaining students are on waitlists for grade level and art form.
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Student Support
OSA has supported all students academically by offering an after school Learning Center
program that meets Mondays-Thursdays. In previous years it has been staffed by a
Coordinator, parent volunteers and subject-matter teachers. However, this year the
program was dropped as staffing was not available. The program will be reincorporated
next school year with math tutors who work with CPM, teachers and parent volunteers.
This year, Math Lab was offered to middle school students immediately after the middle
school day by a qualified CPM math teacher. High School students were offered a “Habits of
Mind” class to help them remediate work and learn organizational skills. Both English and
Math faculty are aware that with the acceptance of Step It Up students, there will be a need
for additional supports for many of these students in the coming years.
Academic Programs
OSA is highly focused on the Math program to help all students achieve to their highest
level of ability. OSA is committed to using the College Preparatory Mathematics (CPM)
curriculum in grades 6 - pre-Calculus. This program was developed by Bay Area math
teachers in the early 1990’s and has shown high success engaging students in their math
practice. The program is based on group work and, because of its “self-discovery” nature,
was easily aligned with the Common Core Math standards. OSA recognizes that half of our
students are still not reaching the desired levels in State testing of “Standard Met” and
“Standard Exceeded”. OSA has identified the leading factor in math success for students is
the teacher, their depth of knowledge of the subject matter, their understanding of the CPM
pedagogy and their enthusiasm for students and their subject. However, the last few years
have proven problematic as teachers have resigned mid-year or have not returned.
Students have had several different teachers with different teaching styles within one year.
Moving ahead, OSA will retain half of this year’s math teachers, and the plan is to continue
supporting them in the same manner as was done previously, which includes:
● Formal off-site CPM teacher training
● Informal on-site CPM teacher training
● Professional CPM coaches making classroom visits and doing one-to-one mentoring
● Collaboration with other departments, including projects like applying math to The
Plague in History
● Providing benchmark data as a formative assessment tool to use in understanding
how to better support each student
Math Support has been offered through an after-school Math Lab tutoring program this
year. However, OSA has seen limited success. Students sometimes feel punished for
needing to attend an after school session. Most math teachers offer individual tutoring at
lunch and after school, however, the need for tutoring is too great for this program to be
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successful across the board. The plan is to offer Math Lab to students two days a week next
year, during the school day, to alternate with PE class.
The Math Department is also trying to support above grade-level math students. Last year
OSA offered an independent study acceleration option for rising 8th and 9th graders to
advance one course level. This year, classes were offered that incorporated a mix of grade
level and the next level material to these students. Highly capable students who were not in
that class were offered enrichment problems and allowed to work on two math strands at
once. Next year's Math Pathway creates opportunity for course advancement for incoming
students based on their results determined by the Mathematics Diagnostic Testing Project
(MDTP) assessment.

This Spring, for the first time, the Math Department gave the CSU/UC Berkeley-based
Mathematics Diagnostic Testing Project (MDTP) assessment to all OSA math students to
indicate readiness for next year’s math class. Teachers have studied these results at
department meetings and prepared packets for summer work for individual students as
well as making student recommendations for next year’s teachers.
The OSA Board is involved in tracking Math progress at the school. The Executive Council
has written a Math Satisfaction Survey to be given to students during the end of the school
year, with the results being presented to the Board at their June meeting.
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The English Department has worked hard over the last few years to better understand the
reading levels of OSA students and to align curriculum with the Common Core standards.
Students were given the Scholastic Reading Inventory(SRI) in the Fall and the Spring to
pinpoint current reading levels and to measure growth. This year, the SRI was also given
mid-year to more fully track student needs. OSA has also developed a program to
encourage students to read for enjoyment, called “OSA Reads”, which allows students to
read once a week, during class.
In History, curriculum has changed with the adoption of the Common Core Standards.
Students are now expected to:
● Find evidence to support their work
● Use critical thinking, rather than rote memorization
● Engage in activities that are designed to promote their skills of analysis, evaluation
and synthesis
History teachers are working closely with the English Department to make sure that their
curriculum is incorporating Common Core ELA standards.
OSA offers seven different Science courses, one at each grade level. During the 2017-2018
school year the plan is to offer an elective high school section of Honors Environmental
Science, with AP Environmental Science offered the year after. Next year, the 6th grade
Earth Science curriculum will be updated to a new Science on Earth course with 4 quarter
segments covering Community-based Science, California-based Science, Earth-based
science and the Earth in the Universe.
The Science department has studied, discussed and defined methods for creating a more
rigorous science program that focuses on the NGSS standards since the 2014 WASC report.
Teachers reported on their efforts:
12th Grade Physics
Students in Honors Physics learn content, but also apply it to projects. Students from the
class were winners of the Engineers Alliance for the Arts Bridge Competition (2017) , the
culmination of ten weekly sessions with local engineers, competing against students from
the entire Bay Area. During their study of simple harmonic motion, students built their own
pendulums with a variety of materials and tested variables within their set up to see what
affected the period, frequency, and change in distance.
11th Grade Chemistry
Our Chemistry teacher has increased her use of differentiation for high performing
students, and works at different pacing levels within the classroom. She has enriched the
units on chemical nomenclature, including organic chemistry families and
oxidation-reduction reactions (the writing and balancing of equations) . She has increased
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her use of math by running an electron excitation/flame test lab with its study of electron
movement between energy levels and the visible spectrum.
10th Grade Biology
OSA’s Biology teacher focuses on differentiation and relevance of the material to the
students. More reading has been added to the class to expose the students to
academic/scientific language. The articles are current, allowing students to learn about
topics that could one day be part of their lives.
9th Grade Health & Creative Sciences
This new class is designed to bring together the art that students study in their emphasis
with basic science knowledge. The teacher has designed several studies, including:
● Connection between Sound Production and Human Hearing - Students created
informational pamphlets on different sound technologies such as cochlear implants
and noise cancelling headphones after learning about sound waves and how we
hear them. They specifically connected their knowledge of how longitudinal waves
move through the ear and are converted into transverse waves in describing how
cochlear implants help a deaf person to hear and how destructive interference is
used in noise cancelling technologies.
● Connection between Light Waves and Human Vision - Students dissected a sheep
eye to see the structures that they learned about in the light unit that taught them
how light moves from a source, reflects off objects, and enters the eye.
8th Grade Physical Science
Students show their learning through projects that challenge them to apply what they’ve
learned in the classroom in a creative way. Students learn to reflect on their work as they
explain their choices, and how those choices impact their project. Students have been
involved in several hands-on projects this year, including designing and assembling Rube
Goldberg machines, and creating sound-producing instruments.
7th Grade Life Science
The 7th grade Life Science teachers require students to apply their science learning in a
number of ways to increase student engagement.
● Students complete a design-thinking activity that requires them to do research, and
apply their learning to a new situation. Students then explain their choices, using
their research as evidence.
● Students read recent news articles based on current subjects, and then discuss those
articles (i.e. “Hens that can lay eggs from other species could save rare birds") with
their classmates
● Students keep a Science Journal
● Curriculum is presented through Interactive Science Texts, Google Docs, CK-12
online curriculum and Education and the Environment Initiative materials
6th Grade Earth Science
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● While presenting earth science concepts,, teachers did hands-on experiments.
Students created earthquake safe buildings and tested them on a shaking machine
during the earthquake unit. They did experiments with dry ice to better understand
convection, which is relevant both to plate tectonics and weather. Students made
edible models pertaining to the rock cycle. Students conducted detailed
observations of rocks and minerals.
● The goal of the class has been to understand science as an exploration, building
knowledge by following certain practices, but also recognizing that it can be difficult
sometimes to collect the data you would like (such as when trying to measure the
conditions for lightning in a thunderhead); that sometimes experiments do not
produce conclusive results; that sometimes new questions are revealed; and that
ultimately the goal of science is to continue to identify and explore phenomena that
are not yet well understood.
Arts Departments
As our Production Design department has grown, it has been necessary to split it into two
separate departments, Production Design and Fashion Design. Production Design will
continue to offer a curriculum based on set design and construction, and sound and light
design. Production Design students learn all aspects of producing shows and events, from
the initial concept ideas and designs to the finishing touches. They gain practical
experience on state-of-the-art equipment and develop skills that are valuable in the
real-world job market. Students learn to set budgets, sequence projects and meet with
other professionals to design promotional materials. They have been offered internships at
the Fox Theatre.
The new department of Fashion Design allows students to better understand theatrical
costuming, fabric use, and make up design.The OSA School of Fashion Design provides
comprehensive artistic and technical training for aspiring young designers. A diverse
curriculum is offered for students in grades 9–12 in the fundamentals of fashion and
costume design and production. Fashion Design students are responsible for costuming
two to five OSA productions a year and can also add an elective of theatrical make-up
design and application. Classes include lessons in clothing construction, draping, millinery,
FX makeup, costume history and fashion illustration. To ensure that students are prepared
after OSA, there is a strong emphasis on being able to communicate ideas as a designer and
preparing a portfolio presentation. The School of Fashion Design strives to teach students
that self motivation, problem solving and work ethic are the keys to success in the arts and
in life. It is their goal is to inspire students to continue their craft at design colleges both
domestically and internationally, and to excel in professional work environments as
innovative designers, technicians and artisans.
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OSA’s new department of Audio Production and Engineering is the amalgamation of
recording engineering, sound design, music production and live sound. Students that are
admitted into the Audio Production and Engineering emphasis are musically minded, with
a desire to develop their technical skill-set, musical training and their ability to take control
of any Audio Engineering project. Audio Production and Engineering is a High School
emphasis that equips students with the skills and knowledge to perform, engineer and
produce their own material and allows the time and space to create and explore the diverse
realm that is sound.
Internships & Awards
OSA Arts Programs are committed to providing real world experience for students.
Internship opportunities have been developed for Production Design at the Fox Theater (a
Union house) , the Theater Department at Gritty City Repertory and Flight Deck, a
performance space, and at the Curran Theater in San Francisco, where OSA put on the
West Coast premiere of the musical “School of Rock”.
OSA students have received a number of awards and recognitions, in both artistic and
academic areas, since 2014. A few of the highlights are:
2014-2015
● OSA Production Design 10th grader Zachary Fernandez is the winner of A+E's Project
Runway: Threads Episode Three!
● Eleven Literary Arts students received western Regional commendation in The Scholastic
Art & Writing Awards, the nation's longest-running, most prestigious writing competition
for teenagers. They now join the ranks of past winners who include Andy Warhol, Sylvia
Plath, Truman Capote, Joyce Carol Oates, Stephen King and John Updike.
2015-2016
● OSA's very own award-winning (three-time national a cappella champions) ensemble,
Vocal Rush was featured on PBS recently for their "Black Lives Matter" message in
performance. The story includes a video of their compelling performance and is a
wonderful tribute to the group.
● The OSA Robotics Club won the Judge's Award at this year's Pioneering in Engineering
competition at UC Berkeley. The Judge's Award winner is selected after observation and
interviews by the judges over the course of the Final Competition. The professor who
gave out the award said that our students "have what it takes to be great engineers: they
faced obstacle after obstacle....took risks....learned from failures.....constantly reworked
ideas and designs....never gave up....came up with creative and innovative solutions".
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2016-2017
● Four students from OSA's School of Dance have been selected to perform in America's
first full length holiday tradition, the San Francisco Nutcracker Ballet, said to be "one of
the best in the country and ... the most visually elegant." (SF Chronicle)
● The Production Design Department brought home first place honors at the Ohlone
College Festival in February
● Students in the Mock Trial Class placed at their highest level ever (8th) in this year’s
Mock Trial Competition.
Technology
OSA has had Chromebooks available in carts to wheel around to classes as needed by teachers
for several years. However, over the last few years, the school has been privileged to purchase
many more carts, so most teachers can easily access them. They have allowed teachers in every
subject to enrich their lessons in ways such as using online simulations and tools in math, using
Pearson’s Interactive Science texts in Middle School, complete with online labs. And, of course,
they are invaluable for students doing research and writing using Google Docs. Students readily
use the suite of Google apps, including Sheets, Docs and Slides.
OSA Board & Staff
The OSA Board is very involved in overseeing the growth and health of the school. Most
departments have given presentations at a monthly Board meeting. The Board also requests
reports and updates by those running special projects and new endeavors.
In 2015, OSA's Board of Directors welcomed five new members: Michael Barr of Reading
Partners, Steven Borg of California Bank & Trust, Jonathan Dharmapalan of Ernst & Young,
April Hines of First Community Bank, and a new current parent representative, Carol Isen. In
2016, OSA’s Board of Directors welcomed three new members: Dianne Rush Woods, Elise
Darwish and Kenneth L. Brooks, while departures included April Hines, Stephen Goldstine and
Dorty Nowak.
Since 2014, OSA has slightly reorganized the staffing structure of the school. OSA hired a
Chief Business Officer, on the advice of the Board, in the Spring of 2016. This position was
created as OSA transitions from a “vision, realizing its potential” to a “solid, stable entity,
looking to broaden and deepen its position in the community.” As OSA has grown in
numbers, it has required the addition of more sections of classes, and, therefore, more
teachers. The Organization Chart below reflects a tighter chain of command, with the Board
and Director meeting with the Principals, who then meet with the Department Chairs and
teachers. Additional office staff have also been added as positions have become more
defined, with the growth in numbers.
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Oakland School for the Arts Employee Organizational Chart

Our long-time Director resigned effective June 30, 2016, to pursue new Arts Education
interests. OSA’s Board, with the Executive Council, consisting of the three school principals
(High School, Middle School and Arts) and our Chief Business Officer recruited an Interim
Director to guide OSA part-time as the Board and Search Committee sought a new Director.
OSA’s new Director, Brian Kohn, joined the school in late December, 2016. He has extensive
experience with Arts Schools in California, and most recently, in the Bay Area.
Under the request of the Board, a Strategic Plan was written by the previous Director to
cover the years 2016-2019 (see Attached). This was done as a direct result of our WASC
Action plan. The four goals encompassed by the Strategic Plan are:
● GOAL I SERVE OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY Serve the local community by attracting
and retaining a diverse student body, and by involving the community in the life of
the school, and the school in the life of the community.
● GOAL II ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE Achieve and maintain excellence in its academic
programs leading to robust university acceptance and career success for students.
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● GOAL III ARTISTIC EXCELLENCE Achieve and maintain excellence in its arts
programs, leading to robust university acceptance and career success for students.
● GOAL IV SUSTAIN THE SCHOOL Ensure organizational stability by implementing
mature financial, operational, organizational and development functions.
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III: Ongoing School Improvement
●
●

Describe the process of engagement of all stakeholders in review of the student achievement
data and the implementation and monitoring of the schoolwide action plan.
Describe the process used to prepare the progress report.

Student achievement is a constant focus of study for all faculty at OSA. The teachers look at
successes, substandard performance and inconsistencies. This process begins during
professional development sessions before school starts when the scores from State testing
are received and continues through the school year as benchmark assessments are given
and foundational assignments are analyzed for student progress. Data sessions are held at
department meetings during Monday afternoon professional development time twice a
month. All department chairs report that their teams have spent time aligning with the
Common Core standards in the last few years and creating rubrics and other tools to
articulate required skills and knowledge through the grade levels.. Teachers have also had
discussions about weighting grades towards classwork effort in the lower grades and
towards mastery (quizzes and tests) in the higher grades.
Parents are aware of student achievement through attendance at Back-to-School Night in
the Fall, interaction with both teachers and principals via email and private meetings, and
through participation at monthly Alliance of Parents and Teachers (APT) meetings, where
departments take turns presenting their curriculum, expectations and achievements.
Parents can monitor student work and grades through the online PowerSchool program.
The APT group also provides a weekly newsletter, with announcement of upcoming events,
exam schedules and school breaks.
The OSA Board keeps track of student achievement by asking the Director for updates and
reports on testing and benchmarks by department. Principals and department chairs are
often invited to attend Board meetings to present current student data.
The Schoolwide Action Plan is monitored by both the Director and the WASC coordinator,
who attends Executive Council meetings and Leadership meetings once a month.
This progress report was written by the previous WASC Coordinator, using the 2014 WASC
report. The WASC Schoolwide Action plan was carefully reviewed and updated. The new
Strategic Plan, written in 2016 to cover the next three years in the school’s future
(2016-2019), was also reviewed. Interviews were held with the new executive Director, the
Chief Business Officer, the Principals (high school, middle school and arts), the school’s
Registrar, the Special Ed director, the Human Resources director, the Facilities coordinator,
the Director of Admissions and the Director of Finance. Department Chairs were consulted.
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The report was offered to the teaching staff and the Board of Directors. Parents of middle
school and high school students were asked to review the report and offer their opinions.
And, finally, students were invited to review the report and make comments.
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IV: Progress on Critical Areas for Follow-up/Schoolwide Action Plan
●

Provide analytical comments on the accomplishment of each schoolwide action plan section
referencing the critical areas for follow-up addressed through each section; provide
supporting evidence, including how each area has impacted student achievement.
● If any critical areas for follow-up were not included in the school’s action plan, indicate what
actions have been taken to address this issue and provide supporting evidence, including the
impact on student achievement.
➔ Note: T he school’s schoolwide action plan should have incorporated all the critical areas of follow-up or
major recommendations that were stated in the last self-study visiting committee report.

In 2014, the Visiting Committee stated that they concurred with OSA’s identified areas of
Critical Need as outlined in the Schoolwide Action Plan.
Oakland School for the Arts
WASC Action Plan 2014-2019
Priority 1: CREATE A CULTURE OF COLLABORATION. OSA will take specific steps to build a
school-wide culture that promotes collaboration and alignment. This will include
collaborating within and beyond the school, strengthening both our internal processes and
our relationships with our community partners. We will also create the conditions so that
students are collaborating with staff and each other.
Rationale: The self-study indicated that this was an area that could be enhanced; OSA strives
to break down the silo effect.
OBJECTIVE/ACTI
VITY

TIMELI
NE

WHO’S
RESPONSIB
LE

MEANS TO
ASSESS

METRICS

1. OSA faculty
and staff will
collaborate on
building student
achievement in
our math
program. CPM
curriculum will
be adopted and
teachers will be
trained. All
departments will
support the
school-wide
math effort.

Fall
2014ongoin
g

Director
Asst.
Principals
Math Chair
Math Faculty

Smarter
Balanced
scores
Grades
Benchmark
exam
results

Baselines
in 2015;
3% annual
growth in
proficienc
y and
course
grades
each year
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RESOURCES
NEEDED/PROF
ESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Professional
Development
through CPM
Textbooks and
materials
Data analysis
software/tool

PROGRESS

*-OSA is committed
to using the College
Preparatory
Mathematics (CPM)
curriculum in grades
6 - pre-Calculus.
-Formal off-site CPM
teacher training
-Informal on-site
CPM teacher
training
-Professional CPM
coaches making
classroom visits and
doing one-to-one
mentoring
-Collaboration with
other departments,
including projects
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like applying math to
The Plague in
History
-Providing
benchmark data as a
formative
assessment tool to
use in
understanding how
to better support
each student
2. OSA will
explore creating
more
school-wide
routines to help
build a coherent
and unified
culture.
Examples: school
planners, Master
Classes, weekly
announcements,
community
events, senior
projects.

Fall
2014 –
Spring
2015

Social
Committee
Asst.
Principals
Director

List of
events
Surveys

8
collaborat
ive events
in
2014-15;
Surveys
show 70%
agree
there has
been
growth;
8 Master
Classes
complete
each
school
year

Time and
schedule
Funds to
support events

3. Increase the
interaction
between the
Board of
Directors and

Fall
2014

Director
Board
Dept. Chairs

Attendance
at joint
events
Board
meeting

One
board
member
will be in
attendanc

NA
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*We did hold
collaborative Master
Classes for the first
two years, but due
to scheduling
conflicts and time
constraints, we
decided to hold just
two assemblies per
year. A new Student
Leadership class will
be offered next year
to plan events for
the student body.
Up until now,
leadership has been
an extracurricular
club. Our theme of
Culturally
Responsive
classrooms has
filtered through the
school, including
assemblies where
issues of inclusion
and tolerance and
avoidance of
bullying of all kinds
were discussed by
students for
students. The Senior
Projects have been a
school focus in high
school (see more in
Priority 1, Part 9)
*We have built our
connection through
the three principals
(middle school, high
school and Arts)
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school staff.

agendas
and
minutes

4. OSA will form
deeper and more
comprehensive
relationships
with the East Bay
Community. This
will include arts
providers, after
school programs,
other schools. A
particular
emphasis will be
placed on
under-served
areas of the city.

Fall
2015

Director
Academic
Chairs
Arts Chairs
Developmen
t
Admissions

MOUs and
other
agreement
s
Enrollment
of students
from
different
parts of the
city

5. OSA will
achieve greater
collaboration
internally. The
“three schools”
will become
more cohesive.
This will
stimulate:
a. joint projects
across grade
levels and
subject areas
b. arts/academic
events/curriculu
m
c. school-wide
academic
alignment
d. advantageous
scheduling
6. OSA will host a
college fair that
brings
universities from
all over the
country to hold
auditions and

Spring
2015-O
ngoing

All

Examples
of projects
School
calendar
Surveys
PD agendas

Fall
2014Ongoin
g
(alread
y in
place)

Special
events
coordinator
Director
Arts chairs

Event
attendance
Student
post-secon
dary
enrollment
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e at each
major
event;
Staff will
present at
each
board
meeting
OSA will
have 2
MOUs in
place in
Fall 2015
with local
arts
agencies;
OSA after
school
recruitme
nt
program
will grow
to 20
students
in 2015
2
across-gra
de
projects
will be
complete
first year;
1
arts/acad
emic
project
will be
created;
New bell
schedule
in place
by 2016

25
colleges
will be
represent
ed;
10 other
high

They participate at
board meetings,
attend board events,
and have direct
contact with
members on the
board.
Funds to
support annex
programs
Transportation

We have started the
Step It Up Program
and currently have
about 84 students
participating. (See
Sec. I and II in the
2017 Interim WASC
Report)

PD time
Common
Planning Time
Space for larger
joint events

We have opened a
STEAM Lab where
students in
academic and arts
disciplines can work
on cross-curricular
projects. Science
and Production
Design collaborated
on lit-up costumes
for Mid-summer
Night’s Dream,
English and Theater
presented Aesop’s
Fables as a joint
production

Facility space
Schedule
adjustments
Graphic arts
resources

We held the 6th
Annual College Fair
this year with 31
colleges represented
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recruit our
students. There
will be both joint
events involving
many schools
and singular
events for
specific schools
as needed.
7. OSA will hold
Master Classes
for students that
emphasize
interdisciplinary
connections.

8. Academic
Master Classes
will also be
created. This
could include
presentations by
both students
and visitors with
specific subject
area knowledge.
9. A senior thesis
and showcase
will be developed
school-wide as a
capstone event.
Students will
design a thesis
and write a
proposal leading
to the
completion of
the project. A
community event
will be created at
which the final
thesis will be
demonstrated.
Winning projects
may get funded.

schools
will send
students

Fall
2014-O
ngoing

Arts chairs

Master
Class
calendar

4
Interdisci
plinary
Master
Classes
will be
held

Facility space
Faculty
planning time

Spring
2016-O
ngoing

Academic
chairs

Master
Class
calendar

2
Academic
Master
Classes
will be
held

Facility space
Faculty
planning time

Fall
2016 –
ongoin
g

Director
Project
committee
Students
Senior
teachers

Project
Proposals
Community
Event

Senior
thesis
event will
be held in
Spring
2017;
90% of
seniors
will
participat
e

Coordinator
position
Funds to
support
projects
Time and space
for community
event
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We did this in 2014 2016, where Science
paired with Dance,
English paired with
Theater, Math
paired with
Instrumental Music,
History paired with
Vocal Music
We have been doing
this with 8th grade
students giving their
end-of-year
speeches to the
entire middle
school.

We have done this
for 2 years. Last
year’s winner
designed a Graphic
Novel called
Blackman, that was
published. This
year’s candidates
include: a book on
LGBTQ history, with
writings and
illustrations from
community
members with the
proceeds going to
LGBTQ support
groups, a video on
the viewpoint of
Muslim youth in
collaboration with
the head of the
Muslim Student
Union at Berkeley
High, an after school
project to get girls
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10. Teacher
professional
development
time will be
structured to
allow for
collaboration
and
interdisciplinary
projects.

Fall
2014Ongoin
g

Senior
Admin.
Technology
Arts Chairs
Director
Community
Partners

E-mail Lists;
Phone
Banks;
Mailing
Systems

11. The ESLRs will
become a more
meaningful part
of school culture.
This will include
assemblies,
specific class
assignments,
classroom
presentations,
assessments and
various visual
reminders. ESLRs
will be
incorporated into
syllabi and
grading policies
and departments
will select which
ESLRs they will
emphasize.
12. OSA
academic staff
will explore the
opportunities to
enter academic
competitions, i.e.
Mock Trial,

Spring
2014-O
ngoing

ALL

Classroom
observation
s
Visual
evidence

Fall
2015

ALL

Competitio
n entries
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more involved in
Sound Engineering,
and a summer
project to go into
communities of
color that are being
gentrified and
offering courses to
help community
members stay in
their
neighborhoods.
As noted in the
Community Profile,
one Monday a
month includes time
for teacher
collaboration.
Projects include
guidance by the
English department
in preparing
Anticipation Guides
for Science writing.

2014-15
PD
schedule
will
include
one day
each
month for
open-end
ed
teacher
collaborat
ion
75% of
teacher
syllabi
submitted
will
include an
ESLR
assessme
nt piece;
One
school-wi
de
assembly
will
address
the ESLRs

Materials
funding
Website
maintenance
Faculty info for
various
communication
tools

Photocopying
Time

*Although the ESLR’s
are naturally
integrated into all
areas of curriculum,
presentation and
evaluation at OSA, a
more concerted
effort needs to be
applied to make
sure that their use is
explicit.

In
2015-16
OSA will
have a
team
entering
two of

Funds for travel
Time for
practice
Faculty
supervision of
clubs

Academic staff have
coached students on
several
opportunities
including Mock Trial,
EAA Bridge Building,
Robotics
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Academic
Decathlon, EAA
Bridge Building,
Math Olympics,
Model U.N. and
Speech and
Debate meets.
13. OSA will
continue to build
on its vibrant
culture of parent
involvement.
Parent activity
will be structured
to create an
environment that
honors parent
time and
contributions.

these
competiti
ons

Fall
2014Ongoin
g

Arts Chairs
School
Administrati
on
APT Officers

Parent
attendance
logs
Event
attendance
Survey
results
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APT
meeting
attendanc
e will
include
50% of
the
families;
State of
the
School
attendanc
e will be
60% (8%
growth)

Competition and
Technovation Teams
in the Middle School

Funds to
support events
Coordination of
Events

At the new student
orientation, parents
are asked to write a
paragraph
describing their
student. This begins
to build a strong
connection between
school and home.
State of the School
attendance is
mandatory - with a
great number of
families
represented. APT
attendance waxes
and wanes however, families
often attend since
the meetings are
linked to meetings
with the different
Arts Departments.
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Priority 2: IMPROVE SPECIALIZED SUPPORT FOR ALL STUDENTS. OSA will create a range of
systems and processes that ensure all students are supported academically, artistically and
socially. The specialized nature of this priority will be evident in supports that will reach
gifted and advanced students, students with learning and other special needs, and students
in need of socio-emotional assistance. There will be a special emphasis placed on support in
mathematics to address the long-standing challenges OSA has faced in this area.
Rationale: The self-study indicated that students require greater assistance and support, and
that the current systems are effective but not comprehensive.
OBJECTIVE/AC TIMELINE
WHO’S
MEANS
METRICS
RESOURCES
Progress
TIVITY
RESPONSI TO
NEEDED/
BLE
ASSESS
PROFESSION
AL
DEVELOPME
NT
1. OSA will
Fall 2014Director
Smarter
Smarter
Data
We have implemented all of
support
ongoing
Math Chair Balanced Balanced collection tool these items: we have run an
students in
Math
math
baseline
Smarter
after school Learning Center
math
Faculty
scores;
to be
Balanced
with math specialists
achievement
Benchma establishe practice
available (this year was an
with an
rk exams; d in 2015; materials
after school math lab), we
after-school
Math
proficienc Extra
offer a middle school math
program, a
class
y growth
after-school
lab class for students to
middle school
grades
will be 3% support in
attend twice a week,
math lab and
annually;
The Learning
alternating with PE class, we
new CPM
after-scho Center
have held math nights for
math
ol
families to visit their child’s
curriculum.
attendanc
math classroom and their
Annual family
e will
future classroom and meet
math nights
grow by
with the teachers and all
will be held.
10%;
math teachers have attended
Math teachers
Family
summer and school year
will receive
math
math intensives offered by
in-depth
night
CPM.
professional
attendanc
development
e will be
and training.
25% in
Year One
2. Incoming
Fall 2014Principal
Results of 100% of
Assessment
We have given incoming
students will
Ongoing
Asst.
assessme students
tools
students a math assessment
be assessed to
Principals
nts
will be
Teacher Time and an English evaluation in
determine
Admission
Supports assessed
Funds for
the Spring before they start
what supports
s Director
develope and
support
at OSA. This data has been
are needed. A
d
correctly
systems
used for class placement as
comprehensiv
placed
well as to identify students of
e orientation
and/or
need.
will be
provided
established.
supports
3. OSA will
Fall 2016Academic
Assessm
Math will
Professional
Students were given the SRI
explore an
Spring
Chairs
ent
have 2
Development assessment in the Fall and
academic
2017
Arts Chairs documen benchma time
Spring of the school year to
assessment
ts
rk
Extended
evaluate their current levels
approach that
Results
assessme hour pay for
of reading and to measure
may include:
List of
nts at
teachers
their growth. This year a
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benchmark
assessments,
skills-based
exams,
subject-specifi
c expectations,
arts emphasis
goals.
4. OSA will
develop a
comprehensiv
e plan to
address the
socio-emotion
al needs of its
students.

5. Structures
will be in place
to ensure
success in
both the
academics and
the arts. Both
internal and
external
factors will be
analyzed to
balance
workload and
determine
program need.
Students will
be
empowered to
work with
teachers on
special

supports
List of
students
assisted

each level

Consultant to
guide process

WInter assessment was
added. Students were given
the Math Diagnostic Testing
Project assessment this
Spring to evaluate their
readiness for the next math
level.
Students of concern are
brought up in Division
meetings twice a month,
where teachers, Principal,
Dean of Students, staff Social
Worker, 504 Coordinator and
IEP Specialist can add to the
conversation. Recommendations for next steps
are considered.
SpEd team members meet
routinely with IEP students to
provide therapeutic and
behavioral support in groups
and individual counseling
sessions. These
professionals also meet with
the general education
population in short term,
solution-focused meetings, as
well as consulting with
parents and outside
providers about student
needs.
See #4 above.
In addition, Arts teachers
give two weeks notice of
upcoming performances and
possible impacts on the
academic schedule. They also
solicit opinions from teachers
about a student’s suitability
for working with an impacted
schedule.

Spring
2014Fall 2014

Asst.
Principals
Consultant
School
Psychologi
st

Attendan
ce
improve
ments on
students
Attendan
ce at
support
groups

OSA will
retain the
Seneca
Center to
address
these
needs
annually.

RTI funding
Psych Interns
Counseling
space

Spring
2014Fall 2014

Arts Chairs
Asst.
Principals
Academic
and Arts
Teachers
Students
and
Families

Student
grades
Independ
ent Study
Rosters

95% of
students
will retain
performa
nce
eligibility;
90% of
students
involved
in major
performa
nces will
not suffer
grade
reduction
s;
Academic
monitor
will
accompa
ny large

Independent
Study
Coordinator
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accommodatio
ns and
schedules
based on
performances
and other
activities.

productio
ns

6. When
benchmarks
and other
tests are
determined, a
remediation
plan will be
created for
students who
do not meet
the expected
levels.

Fall 2016Spring
2017

Teachers
Students
Learning
Center
personnel

Student
GPAs
Internal
assessme
nts

75% of
identified
students
will take
part in
the
remediati
on plan

Learning
Center
personnel
Artists-in-Resi
dence

Students of concern are
brought up in Division
meetings twice a month,
where teachers, Principal,
Dean of Students, staff Social
Worker, 504 Coordinator and
IEP Specialist can add to the
conversation. Recommendations for next steps
are considered. These
concerns can focus on
socio-emotional issues as
well as substandard
academic performance in
class and on benchmark
tests. Often all of these
concerns are intertwined.

7. OSA will
develop a data
study plan
that supports
the Common
Core
curriculum
and
demonstrated
student need.
A process for
reporting data
will be
developed.
8. OSA will
reduce the
achievement
gap between
groups that
represent:
ethnicity,
disability
status, subject
area,
economic
status.

Spring
2016Spring
2017

Director
Principal
Asst.
Principal
Faculty

Data
documen
ts
Common
Core
assessme
nt data

Two
faculty PD
sessions
annually
will focus
on data
study

Common
Core
assessment
data
Correct
software

*OSA is in-process on this
objective. All core curriculum
departments are now using
benchmark assessments, but
work is being done on
understanding how to best
use these results to support
student learning, especially in
math. Meetings are planned
with an outside data
specialist over the summer.

Fall 2014Ongoing

Director
Principal
Asst.
Principals
Faculty

Test
scores
GPAs

In all
categorie
s, OSA
will move
10% of
students
from FBB
to BB and
15% from
BB to
Basic (or
the
Smarter

PD time
Data
collection tool

*Greatest achievement gap is
between OSA’s
African-American and White
students. Comparison of the
two groups:
ELA tests indicates that
students moved from
Standard Not Met in 6th
grade to Standard Nearly
Met in 7th grade, and then
many of them moved up a
level again between 7th and
8th grade - from Standard
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Balance
equivalen
t).

9. Using the
RTI system
currently in
place, OSA will
continue to
identify and
serve students
with a range of
needs, from
academic to
socio-emotion
al. The
Coordination
of Services
(COST) team
will lead this
effort.
10. OSA will
serve students
with special
needs through
Special
Education, and
RTI and 504
systems.
Students will
show evidence

Nearly Met to Standard
Met;
Math tests indicate that
students both moved up and
down from the Standard
Met category between 6th
and 7th grade. But, then,
between 7th and 8th grade
they mainly moved into the
Standard Exceeded range
with a few more falling into
the Standard Not Met level.
Economically disadvantaged
between 6th and 7th grades:
ELA tests indicated that
students dropped into the
Standard Not Met level,
however, the main area of
difficulty was in Research and
Inquiry;
Math tests indicated that
these same students all
moved from the lower two
levels into the upper two
levels.

Spring
2014Ongoing

ALL
RTI
consultant
COST team

COST
agendas
Student
data

COST will
serve 25
students
annually
at
minimum
; greater
needs will
be
documen
ted and
resources
procured

RTI and
mental health
funding
COST time

OSA has its own Special
Education department
administered through El
Dorado County. There are a
total of 67 IEP students, up
from 48 students in 2014,
with 5 current pending
assessments, up from 4 in
2014.
The TEEM program has been
dropped (see Sec. III) The
COST program is
implemented through online
teacher referral, with COST
meetings happening during
PD on Monday afternoons

Spring
2014Ongoing

Special
Education
staff
504
Coordinato
rs
Faculty
Students
Families

Student
achievem
ent data

In all
categorie
s, OSA
will move
10% of
students
from FBB
to BB and
15% from
BB to

Special
Education
funds
RTI and
mental health
funding

2015:
Met Standard:
ELA 34%
Math 9%
Almost Met Standard:
ELA 30%
Math 18%
Did Not Meet Standard:
ELA 35%
Math 73%
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of
achievement
through GPAs
and
graduation
data, as well
as
participation
in the arts
performances.

Basic (or
the
Smarter
Balanced
equivalen
t).
(same
goal as
above for
non-disab
led
students)

11. Student
leadership
groups will
take an active
role in helping
fellow
students
through
tutoring and
mentorship.

Fall 2015Ongoing

Faculty
leaders
Student
leaders
Students
Families
Learning
Center
personnel

Learning
Center
logs

12. OSA will
explore the
creation of an
advisory
system that
would provide
extended
support for
students.
13. A credit
recovery
system will be
put into place
to ensure high
school
students are
on track to
graduate.

Fall 2015

Advisory
study
committee

Master
Schedule
Student
achievem
ent data

Spring
2014

HS Asst.
Principal
Credit
recovery
advisors

Graduati
on rates
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10% of
seniors
will take
on 9th
grade
mentorsh
ip roles;
10% of 8th
graders
will take
on 6th
grade
mentorsh
ip roles
100% of
faculty
will be
involved
in
Advisory
discussio
ns/
decisions
98% of
seniors
will
graduate
each
year;
100% of
students
in need of
Credit
Recovery
will have
access to
online

2016:
Met Standard:
ELA 28%
Math18%
Almost Met Standard:
ELA 48%
Math 22%
Did Not Meet Standard:
ELA 24%
Math 61%

Meeting time
Assembly
organization
Learning
Center funds
for tutor
payment

Targets were partially met Did Not Meet to Almost Met
was over 10% in ELA & Math;
Met Standard dropped for
ELA but rose for Math
*This is not happening at this
time. OSA plans to implement
this program in the middle
school next year (2017-2018)
for both the Learning Center
and for the Step It Up
students.

Schedule
flexibility
PD time

*This system has not been
put into place at this time.

Funds for
on-line
courses
Time and
space for
student
study.

Online instruction is used to
help students recover credit.
OSA’s graduation
requirements match the A-G
requirements, students must
pass all required classes with
a 70% or higher to earn
credit. If they fall short of
70% either semester,
students will have to repeat
the class in order to
graduate. OSA encourages
students to take online
courses instead of repeating
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courses

a class, so that they are
accessing different
curriculum and can work at
their own pace. Students use
online programs that are
UC/CSU approved and OSA
monitors their progress. OSA
currently has 23 students
enrolled in online courses.

14. Middle
school
curriculum will
be enriched to
maximize
“cored”
subjects.

Fall 2015Spring
2016

MS Asst.
Principal
MS Faculty

Syllabi
Classroo
m
observati
ons

75% of
middle
school
classes
will be
cored

Planning time
Academic
materials/text
books

15. OSA will
continue to
build its
student
support
systems to
possibly
include a
Wellness
Center and
health
curriculum.
16, OSA will
ensure that all
students
receive the
appropriate
level of

Fall 2017

Administra
tion
RTI staff
Wellness
advisory
committee

Wellness
space

Facility space
Staff funding
Materials

Spring
2015

Asst.
Principals
Faculty

Student
and
family
surveys

If
implemen
ted,
Wellness
Center
will serve
10% of
the
student
populatio
n in Year
One
50% of
teacher
syllabi will
reflect
differenti
ation
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Professional
Development
time and
funds
Curriculum
materials

Many OSA students choose to
take Cyber High courses.
Cyber High programs are $80
per semester and the
program offers all OSA
required Social Studies, Math,
and English courses.
ELA department works with
all teachers to contribute
ideas for enhancing the use
of Anticipation Guides,
Academic Language, readings
at the appropriate levels, and
writing structures
Math department is
in-process of adding more
math into all subject matter,
including the transition of a
math teacher into becoming
a full time science teacher,
thus contributing more math
expertise into the science
department
English & History classes have
been cored to about 50%.
A new science course was
developed this year for 9th
graders called “Health &
Creative Sciences.” The first
semester of the course was
spent on basic Health
curriculum for teenagers.
The SpEd team as well as the
entire staff are engaged in
identifying and reporting on
student behaviors that are of
concern.
All teachers are committed to
differentiating subject matter
for all levels of students.
Principal and Department
Chairs visit classrooms
throughout the year to do
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challenge,
specifically
ensuring that
advanced
students
receive
differentiated
curriculum.

strategies

observations and monitor
use of differentiation. Peer
teachers are also encouraged
to do informal observations,
as well, to gain new insights
for curriculum presentation.

Priority 3: EXPLORE STRATEGIC GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT. OSA will convene task-specific
teams and committees to explore the various components of growth, facility needs,
technology, financing, Common Core implementation and new programming. These teams
will lead OSA into its second decade.
Rationale: The self-study revealed that OSA is experiencing challenges based on facility and
space limitations, and that a strategic plan is needed to consider growth and expansion in a
thoughtful, focused manner. It was also noted that OSA could benefit from new
programming and increased student presence in the community.
OBJECTIVE/ACTIV
ITY

TIMELI
NE

WHO’S
RESPON
SIBLE

MEANS TO
ASSESS

METRICS

1. OSA will
develop a specific
plan for math
achievement and
program
implementation.

Fall
2014Fall
2015

Director
Asst.
Principal
s
Math
Chair
Math
Faculty

Developmen
t of plan

Plan will
be
complete
by Fall
2015

RESOURC
ES
NEEDED/
PROFESSI
ONAL
DEVELOP
MENT
PD time
Math
consultant
Math
research
document
s

Progress

●

●

●
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Use of the College
Preparatory
Mathematics (CPM)
curriculum in grades 6
- pre-Calculus;
Ensure that Math staff
are given ample time
to plan, collaborate,
design and monitor
progress of student
achievement through
the Monday early
release PD program;
Reformat 7-year math
program to allow for
students to enter the
math curriculum at a
level commensurate
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●
●
●

●
●

2. OSA will
convene its
Strategic Planning
Team to address
issues such as:
a. the future
growth of
the school
b. technolog
y and
c. facility
needs
through a
comprehe
nsive
strategic
plan.
3. A range of new
technologies will
be introduced to
OSA:
Chromebooks,
Smart Boards,
Document
Cameras, On-Line
Subscriptions.

with their abilities
Formal off-site CPM
teacher training
Informal on-site CPM
teacher training
Professional CPM
coaches making
classroom visits and
doing one-to-one
mentoring
Collaboration with
other departments
Providing benchmark
data as a formative
assessment tool to use
in understanding how
to better support each
student

Fall
2015Fall
2016

Director
Strategic
Planning
Team
Board of
Directors

Meeting
Minutes
Facility
additions
Strategic
Plan

Team will
meet
monthly
starting
in Fall
2015;
plan will
be
complete
by Fall
2016

Meeting
Time
Expertise
in various
areas
Funds to
support
growth
and
facility
additions

Strategic Plan was completed
in July 2016 to cover the period
of 2016-2019 (see Attached at
the end of the document)

Fall
2014Fall
2016

Technolo
gy
Director
Technolo
gy Team

Technology
Equipment
Classroom
Observation
s

OSA will
have 300
Chrome
Books by
Fall 2014
and 500
by Fall
2015;
Smart
Board
pilot will
be
complete
by Spring
2015

Funds
Space and
Capacity
Upgrades

Chromebook carts are located
in 70% of the classrooms with
the goal to have a 1:1 ratio for
by 2019
All Math teachers have
Document Cameras
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4. Continued
emphasis on
recruitment for
ethnic and
socioeconomic
diversity. OSA will
develop
after-school
programs and
arts training to
ensure students
are ready for
enrollment.

Fall
2013Ongoing

Director
Admissio
ns
Director
Arts
Chairs
Director
of
Special
Educatio
n

Enrollment
rosters

5. The audition
system will be
re-examined to
create an
organized and
effective system
of audition,
collaborative
follow-up and
ultimate selection.

Spring
2015Fall
2015

Director
Admissio
ns
Director
Arts
Chairs
Panel
Member
s

Enrollment
results
Power
School
statistics
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The goal
is to
maintain
a student
populatio
n that
approach
es that of
the
Oakland
communi
ty:
35%
White
28%
African-A
merican
17%
Asian
15%
Latino
(non-whit
e)
5%
Mixed
Race
OSA will
also
make an
effort to
recruit
low SES
students
to reach
the 20%
level by
2019. and
to recruit
students
with
disabilitie
s.
100% of
incoming
students
will have
participat
ed in new
process;
staff
clerical
time will
be

Funds to
support
afterscho
ol
programs
Transport
ation

OSA has added a new program
called Step It Up to
encourage students who may
not have had strong arts
experience to be more
prepared to apply. These
students receive weekly arts
training at OSA through the
Fall and are then encouraged
to audition through a process
separate from the normal
audition process. Academic
departments are also involved
in assessment and support of
these students once admitted.
(See Sections I and II)

Planning
time
Audition
rosters
Enrollmen
t Data
Registrati
on
software

OSA developed a new
procedure for the admission
process in 2016-2017 to
choose entering students
more fairly and to provide the
school with students who have
the desired demographics.
Students are assigned points
based on their audition and
their demographics. Those
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reduced
by 25%

6. Panel members
who take part in
the audition will
be provided
training on the
rubric and scoring
criteria.

Spring
2014Ongoing

7. OSA will
transition to the
Common Core
curriculum
through
professional
development and
instructional
leadership.

Fall
2014Spring
2016

8. Obtain new
space through
community
contacts and
other
connections.

Fall
2016

with the most points in each
emphasis become potential
candidates. This group of
potential candidates are
entered into a lottery system
from which the number of
available spots for the next
school year are filled. In
deference to families, siblings
of OSA students who pass the
audition are invited for
admittance without
participating in the lottery.

Admissio
ns
Director
Arts
Chairs
Panel
Member
s
Director
Administ
ration
Academi
c Chairs
Arts
Chairs
Faculty

Enrollment
rosters
Audition
worksheets
and rubrics

100% of
panel
members
will
receive
orientatio
n

Training
on
audition
rubrics
Communit
y panel
members

The panels consist of the Arts
Chairs, art faculty and invited
guest artists. They are trained
on the OSA rubric and the
individual departments rubrics
two weeks before the
auditions take place.

Smarter
Balance
assessments
/scores
Classroom
observations
ESLR
achievement

40% of
PD time
in
2014-15
and
2015-16
will be
devoted
to
Common
Core
training

Consultan
ts
Written
materials
CDE
informatio
n

The Math Department has
adopted the CPM curriculum
for 6th grade - pre-Calculus,
which is aligned with the
Common Core standards. PD
time has been spent in CPM
training and coaching.
The English Department has
used the Common Core
standards to help re-build
curriculum for each grade level
and fill in any gaps from the
previous curriculum. They
have also added in curriculum
to help students achieve
Common Core skills as they
move through each grade
level.
All departments are
collaborating to see how the
Common Core standards can
be incorporated throughout
the curriculum.

Director
Strategic
Planning
Team
Commun
ity

Facility
leases
Library/Medi
a Center
space

If
impleme
nted, new
space will
be
procured

Funding
Expertise
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●

The “White Box”
gallery, off-campus a
block away, serves as a
gallery and storage
area for our
under-resourced Visual
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Utilize new space
to create
performance
space, a Wellness
Center and a
Library/Media
Center.

Partners

in Fall
2016

●

●

●

●

9. OSA will
expand its

Spring
2014-

Director
Admissio

Enrollment
statistics
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School
demogra

Recruitme
nt grant

Art department.
The “Black Box”
theater, part of the Fox
facility, was also
serving as a scene
shop. This took it out
of action at key times
and in many ways was
not ideal for this
activity. Last summer,
OSA began leasing the
Newberry building
across the street from
the Fox Theater and
installed a large work
space for Production
Design, freeing up the
Black Box for
performances.
Instrumental Music
was meeting in less
than ideal spaces
scattered all over the
Fox Theater. The
acquisition and
updating of the
Newberry building
allowed that
department to have a
home of its own,
complete with
instrument lockers.
OSA needed a larger
performance space, as
well as space for the
growing Theater
department. The
historic Sweet’s
Ballroom was leased,
around the block from
the Fox Theater, and
now serves as the
heart of the Theater
Department, as well as
a venue for school
assemblies and events.
OSA still partners with
the Sharks Ice Rink to
house Ice Skating
programs in PE.

OSA now runs a
comprehensive Step It Up
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comprehensive
recruitment
program to
address changing
demographics
and
representation.

Ongoing

ns
Director
Arts
Chairs
OSA
families
Student
ambassa
dors
Alumni

10. OSA will
expand its
summer
programs in the
arts programs for
which interest is
expressed. This
will also help in
recruitment.

Summer
2014Ongoing

Director
Arts
Chairs

Summer
program
rosters
Enrollment
statistics

11. Alumni
network will be
enriched and OSA
will hold regular
alumni events.

Spring
2014

Director
Alumni
Relations

Alumni
website lists

12. OSA will
develop an
internship
program in which
seniors are placed
in local
organizations.

Fall
2016Ongoing

Alumni
Relations
Marketin
g

Internship
rosters

*indicates a topic which is addressed in Section V
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phics will
reach
60%
minority
status;
after
school
recruitme
nt
program
will serve
20
students
in
2014-15,
30 in
2015-16
80% of
arts
emphase
s will
have
summer
programs
by 2015

funds
Transport
ation

program and makes weekly
visits to two local elementary
schools to encourage students
from many different
demographic groups to apply.
(See Priority 3, #4 above)

Funds for
salaries
and
expenses
Facility
funds to
keep
building
open

Alumni
network
will
capture
all
graduatin
g seniors;
prior
classes
will grow
by 5%
annually
15% of
seniors
will have
internshi
ps by
2016;
25% by
2017

Alumni
database
Access to
alumni
demograp
hics
Event
resources

AP & E is offering a workshop
for 2 weeks in June;
Vocal Music Summer Sessions
- 2 separate weeks in July;
Dance offers 2, 2-week
sessions over the summer;
Theater Department faculty
are encouraged to invite
students to participate in their
individual summer projects
* OSA offers the group free
space to hold a yearly reunion.
However, the school is still
working on creating an
inclusive network of alumni
members

Corporate
lists
Local
business
contacts

*This has not happened yet
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V: Schoolwide Action Plan Refinements
●
●

Comment on the refinements made to the single schoolwide action plan since the last self
study visit to reflect school wide progress and/or newly identified issues.
Include a copy of the school’s latest updated schoolwide action plan.
(See section IV)

Priority 1:
Objective/Activity
1. Supporting students in math is an ongoing concern at OSA. Many interventions have
been taken, however, test scores indicate that additional support is required.
2. OSA has established some routines, but as the school grows, creative thinking is required
to create connections between all the parts of the school.
3. Some progress has been made in connecting the Board to the school through the
administration. However, OSA needs to have Board presence during the school day and at
school events, and Faculty and Staff should attend Board meetings on a rotating basis.
11. The school worked diligently before the 2014 WASC report to refine the ESLR’s so that
they were a true expression of OSA philosophy. However, OSA needs a renewed effort to
make sure that the ESLR’s are explicitly accounted for in the curriculum of all departments,
and that all new staff and students are aware of their content and intention.

Priority 2:
Objective/Activity
7. OSA is giving benchmark assessments to students in the core curriculums, but the next
piece of work needs to be on analyzing the resulting data to its fullest extent and using the
results to inform instruction, in all areas.
8. Some progress is being made in this area (see test results in this section IV.) between
African-American and White students. However, much more work can be done to empower
the African-American students, both in academic achievement and in development of their
academic “voice”. In addition, the other groups mentioned (disability and economic status,
other ethnicities) need to be looked at more closely.
11. OSA middle school will begin to implement a program of peer mentoring next year
(2017-2018) in the after school Learning Center - and in support of the Step It Up students.
12. Discussion needs to begin within the Leadership Team about the formation, structure
and utility of an Advisory System.
Priority 3:
Objective/Activity
8. OSA still has a space problem. PE meets in the Student Center, at a park across the
54
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street, or at Lake Merritt. Visual Arts, with their myriad of supplies, need to take over
academic classrooms during Emphasis time each day. Special Ed scrambles to find private,
secure places to meet with teachers and parents. And, the school has still not found a way
to host a Library or a Wellness center. This is an ongoing issue for the Leadership Team to
tackle.
10. More of the Arts Departments need to offer summer programs. It is possible that a
Coordinator needs to be assigned to help the departments facilitate this program, in terms
of logistics, space, teacher recruitment, student enrollment and publicity.
11. OSA offers the Alumni group free space to hold a yearly reunion. However, the school is
still working on creating an inclusive network of alumni members
12. OSA has not fully developed Internship opportunities for its Senior Class. This is a
project to be developed over the next few school years (2017-2019).
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BREAKING)NEW)GROUND)
THE)OSA)STRATEGIC)PLAN)
2016)–)2019)
)
A. OVERVIEW)
!
Breaking)New)Ground,!The!Oakland!School!for!the!Arts’!Strategic!Plan!discusses!the!school’s!goals!and!
objectives!for!the!period!of!August!2016!through!June!2019!(three!complete!academic!years).!The!plan!details!
the!priorities!set!by!the!OSA!Leadership!Team!and!the!Board!of!Directors,!and!the!strategies!that!will!be!
employed!to!meet!these!goals.!!Financial!projections!and!incremental!costs!associated!with!initiatives!
contained!in!this!plan,!and!supporting!materials!for!many!of!the!plan’s!references,!are!included!in!the!addenda!
at!the!end!of!the!document.!
!!

B. BACKGROUND)
)
Oakland!School!for!the!Arts!(OSA)!is!a!public!charter!school!founded!in!2002!by!Oakland’s!then9Mayor!and!
current!California!Governor,!Jerry!Brown.!Housed!in!Downtown!Oakland’s!historic!Fox!Theater!and!annex!
sites!within!a!four9block!radius!that!include!the!iconic!Sweet’s!Ballroom,!Piedmont!Piano!Company,!and!the!
collective!of!local!theater!companies!known!as!The$Flight$Deck,!OSA!currently!serves!725!students!in!grades!6!
through!12.!Students!are!accepted!based!on!the!quality!of!their!artistic!auditions!and!the!demonstration!of!
potential!in!a!given!arts!field.!Academic!grades!are!not!used!as!criteria!for!admission!and!attendance!is!tuition!
free.!One!in!four!auditioning!students!receives!an!admission!offer!to!the!school.!Annually,!1509175!spots!open!
up!(115!for!6th!grade,!30+!for!9th!grade!and!a!small!amount!of!attrition!allows!for!entry!at!other!grade!levels).!
The!school!often!sees!upwards!of!700!applicants.!Students!come!from!the!Bay!Area!and!beyond!(as!far!away!as!
Fairfield,!San!Jose!and!Stockton).!!
!
During!the!2015!charter!renewal!process,!OSA!and!Oakland!Unified!School!District,!the!authorizing!body!to!
whom!OSA!must!petition!for!renewal!every!five!years,!!agreed!to!an!informal!goal!of!enrolling!students!using!a!
2:1!ratio!of!Oakland!to!non9Oakland!residents.!In!201492015!the!enrollment!of!students!not!living!in!Oakland!
topped!40%,!and!the!OSA!leadership!agreed!without!reservation!that!a!key!principle!of!the!school!was!to!serve!
the!city!in!which!it!operates.!This!was!not!meant!to!undervalue!the!immense!artistic!and!socioeconomic!
contributions!brought!by!students!and!families!from!other!cities,!who!also!serve!as!informal!ambassadors!to!
spread!the!word!of!Oakland’s!creative!renaissance.!Geographic!diversity,!coupled!with!cultural!and!economic!
diversity,!is!a!rare!urban!phenomenon!that!OSA!works!diligently!to!improve!and!maintain.!With!these!complex!
factors!as!a!backdrop,!OSA’s!charter!was!renewed!in!January!2015!and!is!operative!through!2020.!
!
During!their!years!at!OSA,!students!complete!a!challenging!academic!curriculum!while!specializing!in!one!of!
many!artistic!fields:!Digital!Media,!Figure!Skating,!Literary!Art,!Dance,!Instrumental!Music,!Vocal!Music,!
Theater,!Visual!Arts,!Production!Design,!with!Audio!Production!and!Engineering!(APE)!and!Fashion!Design!
emerging!as!discreet!disciplines!for!201692017.)Five!of!these!areas!are!high!school!programs!only,!giving!the!
8th!grade!graduates!a!rich!array!of!choices!for!their!high!school!years!should!they!choose!to!audition!for!a!new!
department.!
!
The!OSA!faculty!is!comprised!of!professional!artists!and!California!State9credentialed!academic!teachers.!OSA’s!
arts!teachers!are!successful,!working!artists!who!create!extraordinary!opportunities!for!the!student!body.!
Students!participate!in!formal!and!informal!internships,!professional!gallery!and!museum!exhibitions,!and!

!

!

!

high9visibility!performances!at!notable!venues!like!Oakland’s!Fox!Theater,!Yoshi’s!Oakland,!the!Lesher!Theater!
in!Walnut!Creek!and!the!Curran!Theater!in!San!Francisco.!Established!and!well9known!guest!artists!visit!OSA!
through!the!invitation!of!the!arts!staff,!to!speak!to!and!collaborate!with!students!and!faculty,!and!numerous!
high9impact!community!partnerships*!continue!to!be!fostered.!In!2015,!93%!of!OSA’s!graduating!class!
transitioned!directly!into!colleges!and!universities.!!
!
OSA!has!an!annual!operating!budget!in!the!$9!million!range.!!Approximately!80%!of!the!funding!comes!
through!regular!State!allocations,!with!an!additional!$1.6!million!generated!by!a!diverse!range!of!revenue!
strategies,!including!an!in9house!Development!Department!that!manages!a!portfolio!of!programs,!the!annual!
Governor’s!Gala!and!a!special!arrangement!with!the!Port!of!Oakland!for!a!substantial!annual!contribution!that!
is!applied!to!the!school’s!Fox!Theater!tenancy.!The!Arts!programs!are!largely!supported!by!fundraising.!
!
OSA!strives!to!be,!and!in!recent!years!has!succeeded!in!becoming,!a!value9added!resource!for!the!City!of!
Oakland,!as!a!cultural!asset,!an!attractive!choice!for!families!with!school9aged!children,!and!as!an!economic!
driver!that!generates,!according!to!an!unofficial!2015!fiscal!impact!analysis,!$1.2!million!annually!in!the!
Downtown!and!Uptown!Districts.!In!2014915!the!school!used!13!venues!to!produce!67!shows!and!events,!
attracting!audiences!that!totaled!over!16,000.!In!addition,!OSA!staff!and!board!members!serve!on!statewide!
and!national!boards!and!councils,!and!the!school!itself!has!been!recognized!locally,!across!the!United!States!
and!internationally!with!various!artistic!and!community9based!awards.!These!are!achievements!rarely!seen!in!
a!school!whose!history!spans!only!14!years.!
!
With!the!school!a!visible!and!newsworthy!entity!that!is!continually!in!the!public!eye,!in!the!years!following!the!
scope!of!this!strategic!plan!–!2020!and!beyond!–!a!range!of!relationships!need!to!be!nurtured,!both!external!
(political,!media,!educational)!and!internal!(teachers,!classified!staff,!parents).!This!will!help!insure!that!OSA!
remains!viable,!independent!and!able!to!accomplish!its!mission!in!the!most!direct!way!possible.!
$

)

)
C. MISSION)AND)VISION)STATEMENTS)
!

Mission!
OSA$will$inspire$its$students$to$find$their$unique,$powerful$voices.$
$
Vision!
To$give$the$world$generations$of$innovative$problem@solvers,$creative$thinkers,$authentic$leaders$and$
ground@breaking$artists,$all$of$whom$contribute$to$both$the$local$and$global$communities,$
demonstrating$the$essential$value$of$the$arts$in$all$we$do.$
)

!

)
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)
)

!

!

!

D. THE)OSA)THEMES)
!
Through!the!years,!the!OSA!team!developed!an!annual!routine!through!201492015!of!choosing!a!phrase!or!
saying!to!guide!their!efforts!that!year.!Often!buttons!were!made!that!staff!wore!to!publicize!the!theme,!and!
Digital!Media!also!produced!posters!to!further!ingrain!the!idea!in!the!consciousness!of!the!entire!school.!Each!
phrase!has!a!unique!story!as!to!its!origin,!refinement,!and!how!it!played!out!across!the!school!year.!
!

2008909:!!Raising!the!Bar!
2009910:!!Defying!Gravity!
2010911:!!Cultivating!Excellence!
2011912:!!Cultivating!Excellence!
2012913:!Many!Voices,!One!Spirit!
2014915:!!Passion!and!Purpose!
2016=17:))Breaking)New)Ground))
)
The!use!of!Breaking$New$Ground!as!the!title!of!both!the!theme!and!the!Strategic!Plan!is!meant!to!reinforce!the!
concept!that!we!are!entering!new!territory!here!that!includes!administrative!changes,!facility!additions,!
enrollment!increases!and!new!processes!and!procedures,!as!well!as!a!new!attitude!of!operational!and!fiscal!
discipline!and!formality.!The!metaphor!is!apt!for!OSA!in!2016917:!much!needs!to!be!uncovered!before!we!can!
get!to!the!core!of!certain!issues,!and!while!the!work!is!going!on!it!may!get!loud,!dusty,!and!inconvenient!–!but!
in!the!end!the!growth!and!tangible!improvements!will!have!made!it!all!worthwhile.!
!

E. STRATEGIC)GOALS)
)
Over!the!next!three!academic!years,!ending!in!June!2019,!OSA!will!continue!to!serve!the!Oakland!community!
by!providing!a!unique!and!enriching!educational!experience!through!its!arts!and!academic!programs.!The!
school!will!ensure!that!its!stability!and!legacy!are!proliferated!by!the!support!of!a!viable!and!sustainable!
financial!plan.!!To!achieve!these!goals,!OSA!will!focus!on!growing!its!student!body!to!800!students!from!its!
current!size!of!725.!This!growth,!driven!by!an!analysis!of!audition!data!that!revealed!a!substantial!number!of!
qualified!students!could!not!be!admitted!to!the!school!because!of!space!limitations,!will!be!a!planned!and!
monitored!effort!that!will!focus!on!artistic!qualifications!and!ethnic!and!socioeconomic!diversity!in!order!to!
emulate!the!demographics!of!the!City!of!Oakland,!and!secondarily!of!the!surrounding!region!as!stated!in!
school’s!charter.!The!students!will!experience!an!institution!that!is!cultivating!excellence!at!all!levels!and!
working!to!sustain!it,!and!to!make!this!happen!the!management!and!allocation!of!resources!must!be!skillful!
and!purposeful,!fully!aligned!with!the!goals!and!values!of!the!school.!
!
!
!

!
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!

THE)STRATEGIC)PLAN)

!

!

!
!

GOAL)I)
SERVE)OUR)LOCAL)COMMUNITY)
Serve)the)local)community)by)attracting)and)retaining)a)diverse)student)body,)and)by)
involving)the)community)in)the)life)of)the)school,)and)the)school)in)the)life)of)the)community.)
)
GOAL)II)
ACADEMIC)EXCELLENCE)
Achieve)and)maintain)excellence)in)it’s)academic)programs)leading)to)robust)university)
acceptance)and)career)success)for)students.)
)
GOAL)III)
ARTISTIC)EXCELLENCE)
Achieve)and)maintain)excellence)in)it’s)arts)programs,)leading)to)robust)university)acceptance)
and)career)success)for)students.)
)
GOAL)IV)
SUSTAIN)THE)SCHOOL)
Ensure)organizational)stability)by)implementing)mature)financial,)operational,)organizational)
and)development)functions.))
)

)
GOAL)I:)SERVE)OUR)LOCAL)COMMUNITY)
)

OSA)will.).).).).).)
Serve)the)local)community)by)attracting)and)retaining)a)diverse)student)body,)and)by)
involving)the)community)in)the)life)of)the)school,)and)the)school)in)the)life)of)the)
community.)
1.a) Examine)the)ethnic)and)socioeconomic)data)and)identify)the)gaps)between)city)and)region)
demographics)and)those)of)OSA.)
!
REGIONAL,)COUNTY)and)CITY)DEMOGRAPHIC)DATA:)2015=2016)
CITY/REGION)
Alameda!County!
Contra!Costa!Co.!
Oakland!
Richmond!
San!Leandro!
Hayward!
Berkeley!
San!Francisco!

AA)
12!
8!
26!
22!
11!
12!
11!
6!

Latino)
22!
24!
25!
39!
27!
40!
11!
15!

White)
43!
55!
27!
26!
28!
25!
59!
42!

Asian)
26!
14!
17!
14!
30!!
22!
19!
36!

2)+)
xx!
xx!
4!
xx!
5!
xx!
xx!
xx!

!
Since!its!move!into!The!Fox!Theater!in!2009!and!its!increase!in!the!student!body!from!300!to!725!students!
OSA!has!experienced!declining!percentages!in!the!enrollment!of!students!of!color!as!more!white!and!suburban!
students!have!auditioned!and!been!admitted!into!the!school.!This!follows!a!pattern!that!has!been!seen!
throughout!the!country!with!successful!urban!charter!schools.!Urban!arts!secondary!schools!have!significantly!
higher!socioeconomic!status!and!percentages!of!white!students!than!their!local!districts!and!in!most!cases!
even!the!cities!in!which!they!operate!to!a!surprisingly!consistent!degree.!There!are!some!exceptions,!however,!
and!among!them!the!one!most!worth!studying!may!be!the!Boston!Arts!Academy.!A!group!of!OSA!staff!visited!
BAA!in!2013!to!view!their!senior!thesis!project,!which!we!have!adopted,!and!the!diversity!at!all!levels!was!
apparent.!

!
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!

!

!

)
OSA)ENROLLMENT)DATA:)SNAPSHOT)MARCH)2016)
Grade/Enrolled)
6!
99!
7!
117!
8!!
113!
!!!!!!!MS!! !!!!!!!!!329!
9!
100!
10!!
105!
11!!
106!
12!!
86!
!!!!!!!HS!! !!!!!!!!!397!
Total)726)

AA)
17%!
12%!
13%!
14%!
19%!
23%!
22%!
21%!
21%!
130)) 18%)

Latino)
0%!
3%!
4%!
3%!
6%!
1%!
4%!
7%!
4%!
26)) 4%)

White)
45%!
39%!
36%!
40%!
43%!
43%!
54%!
44%!
46%!
315)) 43%)

Asian)
17%!
12%!
10%!
13%!
5%!
6%!
1%!
7%!
5%!
60)) 8%)

2+)
16%!
30%!
34%!
27%!
26%!
25%!
19%!
16%!
22%!
175) 24%)

!
The!enrollment!data!show!a!complex!mix!99!a!definite!trend!(Asian!students!gaining!admissions!at!greater!
rates,!with!6th!grade!at!17%!of!the!class,!MS!at!13%!and!HS!at!5%),!an!anomaly!(high!rates!of!students!
identifying!as!Mixed!in!7th!and!8th!grade,!then!dropping!to!16%!in!6th!grade),!steady!lack!of!progress!
(enrollment!of!Latino!students!consistently!low,!with!6th!grade!containing!none)!and!a!surprise!(the!MS!has!a!
lower!percentage!of!White!students!than!the!HS,!when!the!belief!had!been!that!the!lower!grades!had!less!
students!of!color.)!!
!
As!far!back!as!2011!the!OSA!Leadership!Team!set!a!goal!that!school!enrollment!would!remain!at!least!40%!
students!of!color;!at!that!time!white!students!comprised!38%!of!the!student!population.!The!current!43%!
white!enrollment!indicates!a!59percentage!point!rise!in!4!years;!in!2016!OSA!is!3%!off!the!target.!The!data!for!
the!2016!auditions!acceptances,!in!the!6th!grade,!infused!with!the!results!of!the!outreach!program!in!its!new!
incarnation,!are!at!once!encouraging!and!puzzling,!as!the!table!below!shows:!
6th!Grade!!
!
120!Students!

AA!
18%!!
21!Students!

Latino!
16%!
19!Students!

White!
47%!!
57!Students!

Asian!
13%!
15!Students!

2!+!
7%!!
8!Students!

!

Clearly!the!choice!of!selecting!the!“2+”!category!is!the!wild!card!here.!In!2011!the!2+$or$Multi@Ethnic$category!
was!introduced!by!State!and!Federal!officials.!Initially!“2+”$numbers!were!in!the!low!single!digits.!After!the!
first!few!years,!the!category!began!to!gain!strength!at!OSA,!and!the!overall!24%!reported!for!2015916!is!
considerably!higher!than!any!school!in!the!region.!Results!of!this!sort!are!not!surprising,!Oakland!has!long!
been!an!influential!force!in!statements!of!identity!and!culture.!Analysis!of!the!data!indicates!that!of!the!175!
students!whom!self9identified!as!“2+”!races,!63%!had!previously!self9identified!as!African9American.!If!that!
number!were!included!in!the!African9American!total!in!201592016,!AA!students!at!OSA!would!number!240!
(33%),!making!them!the!second!largest!group!at!OSA!and!higher!than!the!City!of!Oakland!(26%!928%).!
!

1.b) Identify)student)recruitment)and)retention)barriers)and)develop)plans)to)overcome)them.!
(Executive$Director,$Diversity$Coordinator,$Outreach$Team)!
!
OSA!has!faced!many!challenges!in!matching!its!student!body!mix!to!that!of!the!local!community.!!These!
challenges!are!often!other!factors,!rooted!in!traditional!school!attendance!patterns!for!Oakland!families;!the!
lack!of!public!transportation!considered!safe!for!students!as!young!as!11!years!old!carrying!instruments!and!
art!supplies;!the!elimination!of!arts!programs!from!most!East!Oakland!schools;!unfamiliarity!and!inexperience!
with!the!application!and!audition!process;!and!the!refusal!of!many!OUSD!schools!to!allow!charter!schools!to!
recruit!their!students.!
!
In!order!to!overcome!this!in!the!next!three!academic!years,!OSA!will!focus!on!contacting!students!and!families!
through!community!centers,!churches,!after9school!programs!and!by!recommendation!from!those!strategically!
supported!art!and!music!teachers!who!recognize!that!some!of!their!students!would!benefit!from!the!focused!

!
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and!creative!environment!at!OSA.!Avenues!are!opening!to!support!students!for!whom!OSA!could!be!the!right!
choice,!however,!through!new!leadership!at!OUSD.)
!
The!data!shows!the!ethnic!group!statistics!for!OSA’s!Arts!departments:$
Art)Dept)
MS)Dance))
HS)Dance))
%)of)OSA))
Digital)Media)
MS)Instr.)Music)))
HS)Instr.)Music)))
%)of)OSA)
Literary)Arts))
)))))))(HS)Only))
Prod)Design)
)))))))(HS)Only))
MS)Theater)
HS)Theater)
%)of)OSA)
MS)Visual)Art)
HS)Visual)Art)
%)of)OSA)
MS)Vocal)Music)
HS)Vocal)Music)
%)of)OSA)
Skating/Circus)(14))

Afr=Amer)
39%!
43%!
40%!
15%!
18%!
28%!
24%!
14%!

Latino)
!
!
!
!
1%!
4%!
2%!
!

White)
20%!
36%!
31%!
43%!
35%!
23%!
30%!
54%!

Asian)
!
8%!
7%!
6%!
15%!
16%!
15%!
6%!

2+)
38%!
8%!
23%!
33%!
31%!
30%!
30%!
21%!

25%!

6%!

49%!

!

20%!

20%!
21%!
21%!
18%!
14%!
15%!
15%!
26%!
22%!
7%!

5%!
6%!
6%!
5%!
8%!
7%!
!
3%!
1%!
21%!

62%!
49%!
56%!
47%!
58%!
54%!
42%!
40%!
41%!
50%!

9%!
!
4%!
14%!
2%!
8%!
17%!
2%!
9%!
14%!

4%!
18%!
12%!
14%!
18%!
17%!
22%!
25%!
27%!
7%!

……………………………….!
1.b.1! The!Diversity!and!Recruitment!Team!(established!in!2014915)!will!target!East!and!West!Oakland!
elementary!and!middle!school9aged!children!through!neighborhood!(as!opposed!to!school)!
contacts!with!an!aggressive!but!non9exclusive!effort!to!recruit!students!of!color!across!all!arts!
areas.!developing!a!sustainable!and!coherent!recruitment,!admission!and!retention!program.!
1.b.2! The!OSA!outreach!program!known!as!“Step!It!Up”!will!offer!free!after9school!and!summer!classes!
to!connect!underserved!Oakland!youth!with!specialized!art!instruction!in!the!area!of!their!interest!
or!aptitude,!taught!by!qualified!OSA!instructors!paid!by!OSA.!
1.b.3! Students!in!the!Step9It9Up!program!will!have!their!own!audition!and!if!admitted,!will!be!assessed!
academically!and!artistically!to!determine!what!further!supports!are!necessary!to!give!them!the!
greatest!chance!of!success!at!OSA.!
1.b.4! OSA!leaders!will!be!part!of!the!Oakland!charter!school!community!effort!to!work!with!OUSD!on!
areas!of!mutual!interest,!including!recruitment,!enrollment,!calendar!alignment!and!
communication!strategies!to!offer!students!and!families!the!best!educational!choices.!
1.b.5! OSA!leaders!will!look!into!OUSD!initiatives,!such!as!the!African9American!Male!Achievement!effort,!
to!determine!if!there!are!program!connections!that!OSA!could!act!upon!to!align!with!the!AAMA!
mission!and!also!serve!its!own!strategic!plan.$$(Dean)!

!
1.c) Develop)a)set)of)achievable,)goal=specific)metrics)that)will)indicate)whether)or)not)
progress)was)made)toward)Goal)I.)(SiU$lead,$SiU$Admin$Asst.))

1.c.1! Step9It9Up!will!reach!100!students/year,!audition!80!and!admit!20!(25%!enrollment).!
1.c.2! The!school!will!achieve!and!maintain!a!representative!ethnic!mix!across!all!grade!levels!
established!as!close!to!Oakland!city!demographics!as!possible.!
1.c.3! Using!departmental!demographic!data,!OSA!leadership!and!arts!staff!will!examine!departmental!
statistics!to!determine!the!appropriate!goals!for!each!department!in!terms!of!size!and!diversity.!
1.c.4! OSA!will!increase!the!enrollment!of!students!qualified!to!be!in!the!federal!Free!and!Reduced!Lunch!
program!(in!2015916,!14%!of!OSA’s!students!would!have!qualified)!to!a!level!determined!through!
the!process!above.!

!
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1.d) OSA’s)performances)are)open)to)the)public.)We)will)ensure)that)a)wide)range)of)local)
officials,)business)neighbors)and)others)are)invited)and)attend)OSA)events.)The)newly)
established)Arts)Council)will)be)part)of)this)effort)to)establish)official)community)presence)
at)OSA)in)meaningful)and)authentic)ways.)(ED,$Dev$Dir)$
)
1.e))The)visibility)of)OSA)in)the)community)will)include)holding)many)of)its)own)events)(State)
of)the)School)address,)Arts)Council)meetings,)student)shows))and)also)attendance)at)the)
events)of)other)entities.)OSA)leadership)will)serve)on)Boards,)panels,)review)teams,)Task)
Forces)both)locally)and)nationally.)The)essential)memberships)that)benefit)OSA)will)be)
maintained:)The)National)Arts)Schools)Network);)The)California)Arts)Council)and)the)
Oakland)Chamber)of)Commerce.)(ED,$CBO,$Development$Director,$AD,$SpED$Director))

)
GOAL)II:))ACADEMIC)EXCELLENCE)
!

OSA)will).).).)))
Achieve)and)maintain)excellence)in)it’s)academic)programs)leading)to)robust)
university)acceptance)and)career)success)for)students.)
!
OSA!must!overcome!a!perception!that!has!been!consistently!reported!by!a!range!of!different!stakeholders!
since!the!school’s!inception!in!2002:!that!the!quality!of!its!academic!environment!at!the!high!school!level!is!not!
rigorous!enough!for!the!kinds!of!students!it!would!otherwise!attract.!More!specifically,!that!it!is!not!aligned!
with!student!and!parent!demand!for!challenging!math!and!science!programs.!OSA!traditionally!loses!between!
25933%!of!its!8th!graders!to!other!high!schools.!Exit!interview!data!shows!that!nearly!half!the!departing!
families!are!looking!for!more!academic!rigor!than!they!believe!will!be!afforded!them!at!OSA.!With!that!in!mind,!
during!the!three9year!period!of!this!plan,!OSA!will!analyze!the!current!conditions!and!create!systemic!
solutions!to!the!challenges!in!the!substance!of!the!academic!program,!as!well!as!those!that!are!largely!a!matter!
of!public!relations.!!
!
In!201592016,!attrition!across!art!disciplines!trended!as!follows!(Total!=!89):!!
Arts)
Emphasis)
)
Students)
2015916!
Attrition!

Circus)
Arts)
)
4)
1!
25%!

Dance)
)
)
50)
7!
14%!

Digital)
Media)
)
37)
2!
5%!

Instrumental)
Music)
)
119)
11!
9%!

Production)
Design)
)
49)
5!
10%!

Theater)
)
)
155)
31*!
20%!

Visual)
Art)
)
148)
15!
10%!

Vocal)
Music)
)
119)
10!
8%!

*Exit!surveys!show!in!the!16!of!27!students!who!left!the!8th!grade!theater!class!a!split!between!loss!of!interest!in!the!art!form!and!the!
desire!for!more!academic!rigor!as!the!reason!for!leaving.!The!overall!20%!Theater!Dept.!departure!rate!triggered!a!deep!look!at!the!
conditions!that!may!have!led!to!this!and!recommendations!that!will!help!Theater!are!embedded!in!this!document!
!

2.a) OSA)will)develop)internal)processes)that)analyze)conditions)to)set)a)direction)for)
continuous)improvement)and)quality)enhancement.)The)primary)focus)will)be)on)
enhancing)math)and)science)programs,)although)any)area)of)the)school)that)indicates)
growth)is)needed)will)be)addressed)by)Year)3)of)the)plan.)(ED,$Principals))
!
2.b) As)the)process)uncovers)areas)of)need,)teams)comprised)of)the)involved)OSA)staff)will)
address)the)challenges)with)an)eye)toward)systemic)improvements)on)both)the)long)and)
short)term)levels.)
2.b.1! 2016!–!2019!Initiatives!for!Academics!Programs:!
•

!

Science!(Biology!and!Chemistry)!classroom!laboratory!enhancements!(Middle$School$and$High$School$
Principals,$CBO,$Science$Department$Chair).$
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•

•

•

•

•
•

!
!
Appoint!STEAM!coordinator!(Science9Technology9Engineering9Arts9Mathematics!curriculum)!to!oversee!
lab!conversion,!activities,!enrichment!for!advanced!students,!new!coursework!(The!Art!of!Science!as!a!9th!
grade!course)!and!possible!AP!Science!offering.!
Ensure!that!Science!and!Math!staff!are!given!ample!time!to!plan,!collaborate,!design!and!monitor!progress!
of!student!achievement!in!those!subject!areas!through!the!Monday!early!release!PD!program;!adjust!the!
master!schedule!to!allow!for!the!Science!chair!to!have!time!for!classroom!observations!and!teacher!
meetings.!
Effect!a!Physical!Education!program!overhaul:!facility!procurement!and/or!community!partnerships!with!
rock!climbing!gym,!ice!rink,!sports!leagues;!City!of!Oakland!Parks!and!Recreation.!(Middle$School$Principal,$
PE$Faculty).!
Host!early!(October/November)!academic!Open!Houses!for!parents!of!OSA!8th!graders!with!a!specific!
emphasis!on!demonstrating!the!improvements!in!math/science!spaces!and!course!offerings.!!(Middle$
School$and$High$School$Principals,$Admissions).!
Host!Open!Houses!for!prospective!students!and!families!with!the!same!emphasis!on!math!and!science!
coursework!and!facilities!(as$above).$
Reformat!79year!math!program!to!allow!for!students!to!enter!the!math!curriculum!at!a!level!commensurate!
with!their!abilities!(Middle$School$and$High$School$Principals,$Math$Chair)!

!
2.c) Develop)a)set)of)achievable,)goal=specific)metrics)that)will)indicate)whether)or)not)
progress)was)made)toward)Goal)II.)

2.c.1! Ensure,!through!parent!communication,!Open!Houses!and!program!development!aligned!with!
student!and!family!needs,!that!retention!from!the!8th!grade!to!the!9th!grade!exceeds!75%!
annually,!and!that!retention!in!the!Theater,!Visual!Art!and!Instrumental!Music!programs!reach!this!
goal!as!well.!!
2.c.2! Student!achievement!measures!will!reach!levels!commensurate!with!student!potential!as!
measured!by!student!grades!in!academic!classes!at!OSA.!In!State!standardized!testing,!levels!will!be!
commensurate!with!State!expectations!for!OSA!derived!from!baseline!data!collected!in!2015!
(actual!levels!to!be!determined!in!summer!2016).!
2.c.3! Advanced!Placement,!SAT!and!ACT!scores!will!reflect!that!OSA!students!are!eligible!for!the!colleges!
they!selected!and!commensurate!with!their!academic!standing!at!OSA.!
$

2.d) The)school)leadership)and)the)faculty)will)jointly)design)and)execute)a)Professional)
Development)plan)that)will)support)the)needs)of)teachers,)include)many)facets)of)PD)
(outside)experts,)collaborative)time,)in=house)presentations,)readings)and)reflections,)
Departmental)and)Division)time).)A)faculty)PD)coordinator)will)be)paired)with)a)lead)
administrator)to)ensure)teacher)needs)are)expressed)in)the)program)design.)Formal)
program)evaluations)will)be)done)at)the)end)of)each)year.)
)
2.e) Students)with)learning)needs)and)differences)will)be)placed)the)correct)system)or)process,)
and)will)receive)their)mandated)services,)as)well)as)others)we)have)instituted.)
)

)
GOAL)III:)ARTISTIC)EXCELLENCE)
!

OSA)will).).).)))
Achieve)and)maintain)excellence)in)it’s)artistic)programs)leading)to)robust)university)
acceptance)and)career)success)for)students.)

)

OSA!has!many!successes!to!celebrate:!many!families!report!that!the!public!acclaim!the!school!enjoys!in!the!
arts,!and!the!elation!felt!by!their!own!children!toward!the!school,!was!something!that!could!not!be!
undervalued!and!was!their!primary!reason!for!continuing!at!OSA!after!middle!school.!The!Oakland!School!for!

!
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the!Arts!artistic!program!is!a!bold!and!eclectic!effort,!driven!by!a!range!of!factors!that!include!the!city!and!
region!in!which!it!operates.!The!interest!and!prior!experiences!of!the!students,!the!political!climate!of!the!
times!$such$as$Occupy,$Black$Lives$Matter,$Social$Justice,$International$Blvd.$and$Immigrants’$Rights!have!been!
utilized!as!subject!matter!through!a!theatrical!piece,!a!pop!music!performance,!Literary!Arts!readings,!an!
award9winning!documentary!video!and!Visual!Art/Digital!Media!displays.!!
!
The!Arts!curriculum!is!guided!by!OSA’s!experience,!the!vision!of!the!Artistic!Director,!the!specific!expertise!
and!artistic!orientation!of!the!Arts!faculty,!and!only!somewhat!from!what!in!most!arts!schools!is!the!dominant!
artistic!force!9!the!Western!Canon!of!artistic!and!musical!tradition,!the!European!‘high!arts’!from!The!
Renaissance!onward.!Among!schools!looking!to!attract!and!retain!a!diverse!set!of!students!in!the!Millennial!
Era!OSA!is!in!the!unique!position!of!being!staffed!by!a!young,!urban!arts!team!that!has!extensive!classical!
training!and!yet!is!affiliated!with!local!groups!and!working!on!individual!projects!across!all!genres!–!a!classical!
violinist!with!a!hip9hop!group,!classically!trained!pianist!putting!out!a!highly9regarded!jazz!CD,!a!World!Music!
vocalist,!a!Composition!M.A.!composing!a!jazz/classical!fusion!piece,!various!modern!theatrical!adaptations!of!
classical!pieces!(The!Trial,!The!Oresteia).!The!classical!tradition!is!honored!as!both!a!developmental!asset!for!
the!young!artist,!and!also!for!the!compositions!and!aesthetics!in!their!own!right!–!just!not!exclusively.!As!
compared!to!other!arts!schools!which!appear!on!the!Schools!Comparison!addenda,!OSA!has!a!more!student9
centered!orientation,!less!of!a!fixed!curriculum,!yet!still!retains!a!respect!for!the!fundamentals!of!each!craft!as!
is!evidenced!by!Visual!Art!boot$camp!where!six!weeks!of!pencil!drawing!from!life!opens!each!school!year;!
instrumental!music!still!does!juries!to!make!sure!the!playing!of!each!individual!is!heard;!ballet!routines!are!
part!of!each!dancer’s!day,!through!they!rarely!perform!ballet;!actors!are!versed!in!Stanislavski,!Chekhov,!
Shakespeare,!Stella!Adler!–!the!influences!brought!to!bear!on!the!young!artist!are!wide9ranging!and!mind9
opening.!The!priorities,!goals!and!action!items!that!follow!are!designed!to!take!a!first9rate!arts!program!that!is!
fresh,!rigorous,!relevant,!ever9evolving!.!.!.!.!.!.!.and!to!continue!creating!the!conditions!where!this!flourishes.!)

)

3.a) OSA)will)develop)internal)processes)that)examine,)record)and)analyze)conditions)at)the)
school)to)set)a)direction)for)continuous)improvement)and)quality)enhancement.)The)
primary)artistic)focus)will)be)on)enhancing)the)arts)curriculum)to)ensure)student)growth)
is)supported)across)a)3=,)4=)or)7=year)continuum.)
)
3.b) OSA)artistic)leadership)will)use)existing)teams)(Artistic$Director,$Arts$Chairs,$Leadership$Team,$
the$future$Arts$Council))to)study,)analyze)and)develop)plans)to)infuse)the)arts)departments)
with)cutting)edge)ideas)and)necessary)facilities)and)equipment)to)maintain)their)level)of)
excellence.))
3.b.1! 2016!–!2019!Initiatives!for!the!Arts!Programs:!
•
•
•

•

•
•

Develop!a!departmental!handbook!that!outlines!79year!curriculum!for!all!arts!disciplines!(Arts$
Departments,$AD,$ED).!
Develop!two!Arts!Shadow!Days!for!8th!graders!in!quarter!2!(November)!and!quarter!3!(March)!wherein!
8th!graders!follow!11th!graders’!afternoon!schedules!(Admissions,$Arts$Staff).$
Construct!and/or!adapt!an!arts!evaluation!or!assessment!rubric!that!can!be!used!school9wide!to!gauge!
quality!and!aesthetic!value,!as!well!as!determine!educational!uses!and!departmental!growth!plans!(Arts$
Departments,$AD,$ED).!
Establish!or!accelerate!partnerships!with!a!range!of!institutions,!beginning!locally.!Partners!should!be!
active!participants!in!school!events,!galas,!performances,!and!be!cultivated!to!for!groups!that!are!of!mutual!
benefit!to!the!school.!!
Define!the!role!of!the!Artistic!Director!to!include!any!producing!opportunities!or!expectations.!
In!Visual!Art,!Instrumental!Music!and!Production!Design,!ensure!that!appropriate!facility!enhancements!
are!planned!by!Year!One,!completed!by!Year!Two,!and!fully!implemented!by!Year!Three!in!order!to!support!
artistic!output!goals.!

!

3.c) The)Artistic)Director,)working)with)the)arts)dept.)chairs,)will)design)and)implement)a)Peer)
Observation)and)Feedback)system)in)which)arts)staff)view)the)same)work)together,)a)
!
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minimum)of)three)times)yearly,)and)afterward)join)in)a)process)to)analyze)and)reflect,)and)
to)find)school=wide)best)practices)that)can)be)disseminated)and)employed)in)varied)
settings.)(Artistic$Director,$Arts$Faculty)$

)
3.d) The)Arts)Advisory)Board,)consisting)of)up)to)a)few)dozen)local)and)regional)arts)leaders,)
will)have)a)kick=off)event)in)2016)that)will)include)an)invitation)to)the)Council,)attendance)
at)an)OSA)event)or)performance,)and)a)round)table)discussion)and)brainstorm)around)the)
future)of)the)Council)and)how)it)can)support)the)arts)in)Oakland)and)the)County,)as)well)as)
advise)OSA)on)artistic)matters)and)other)related)initiatives.)(ED,$Development$Director,$AD)$
$
3.e) A)system)will)be)developed)so)that)artistic)offerings,)schedules,)calendar)dates,)venue)
usage)and)other)foundational)processes)are)clearly)delineated,)and)the)school)can)set)a)
calendar)in)March)for)the)next)school)year)that)can)remain)constant.)(ED,$AD))
)
3.f) The)choice)of)artistic)work)to)be)presented,)and)on)which)students)will)receive)the)
majority)of)their)training,)will)be)for)the)most)part)the)responsibility)of)the)Artistic)
Director)and)the)Chair)of)each)Art)School.)Each)spring,)in)discussion)over)what)will)be)
offered)in)the)upcoming)year,)the)Executive)Director)and)the)Artistic)Director)will)ensure)
that)the)artistic)choices)are)aligned)with)the)core)values)of)the)school,)both)ethically)and)
aesthetically,)and)that)the)cultures)and)backgrounds)of)our)students)and)families)are)
represented)in)the)work)we)present.)
)
3.g) The)arts)will)be)supported)by)these)functions:)
3.g.1! Chief!Business!Officer!and!Facilities!Manager!will!proactively!inspect!and!repair!any!facility9related!
problem,!and!will!stay!within!maintenance!budget.!Upgrades,!additions,!changes!will!also!be!
handled!by!CBO!and!FM.!
3.g.2! The!Artistic!Director!will!work!with!different!arts!departments!on!budgets,!staffing,!room!usage,!
management!of!restricted!funds,!scheduling,!and!the!creation!of!a!joint!Fox!Theater!event!at!least!
every!other!year.!
3.g.3! The!Development!Director!will!guide!department!chairs!to!the!use!of!appropriate!development!
strategies!if!funds!are!needed!over!and!above!regular!allocations.!
3.g.4! The!Director!of!Operations!will!continue!to!provide!logistical!support!to!the!Arts!Departments!for!
meeting!schedules,!agendas,!follow9up!items,!compliance!issues,!and!anything!related!to!the!
smooth!operation!of!the!department.!

)
)
GOAL)IV)

SUSTAIN)THE)SCHOOL)

!

OSA)will).).).))
Ensure)organizational)stability)by)implementing)mature)financial,)operational,)
organizational)and)development)functions.)

)
OSA!is!at!a!tipping!point!in!its!history.!We!have!accomplished!a!great!deal,!including!a!turnaround!during!the!
period!of!financial!and!operational!duress!in!200792009.!In!2016917!OSA!is!maturing!from!the!highly!reactive!
and!entrepreneurial!organization!of!its!youth!to!one!where!stable!and!well9understood!processes!will!be!
necessary!for!continued!healthy!operation!and!growth.!!
!

!
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As!of!the!end!of!the!2016917!school!year!OSA!is!fundamentally!sound.!!We!have!multi9year!leases,!a!strong,!
mission9driven!team,!and!money!in!the!bank.!This!Strategic!Plan!recognizes!that!OSA!needs!to!review!
assumptions!and!processes!across!the!board!to!protect!our!mission!and!continue!to!be!a!sustainable!
enterprise.!A!!number!of!drivers!make!2016917!the!time!to!evaluate!how!we!can!surge!forward!
1. Our!historically!transactional!and!situational!approach!needs!to!mature!to!one!where!we!implementing!
more!repeatable,!explainable!and!defendable!(“RED”)!processes!while!actively!preserving!OSA’s!
entrepreneurial!culture.!!!
2. Budgeting!becomes!much!more!complicated!as!the!school!grows.!The!process!should!start!in!February,!
early!in!the!second!semester.!The!time!is!right!to!move!some!fiscal!ownership!to!the!Principals!and!Arts!
Leadership.!We!will!need!increased!budgetary!discipline!while!holding!on!to!the!essential!elements!of!our!
culture!that!make!OSA!unique.!
3. Our!facilities!are!leased!for!relatively!short!terms,!yet!we!are!making!large!capital!investments.!Except!for!
the!Fox,!local!rents!are!likely!to!spike!dramatically.!Our!landlords!may!be!reluctant!to!extend!our!leases!
past!five!years.!We!need!a!thoughtful!process!to!evaluate!the!return!on!improvements!to!buildings,!and!
update!lease!arrangements!accordingly,!or!develop!contingency!plans.!!
4. Our!entrepreneurial!approach!to!growth!has!produced!excellent!results.!At!our!size!and!complexity!now!
we!need!a!strategic!"green!lighting"!process!to!provide!a!RED!method!for!evaluation!and!approval!of!
program!and!campus!expansion.!The!process!needs!to!include!a!mission!alignment!test!that!includes!the!
board,!as!well!as!impact!analysis!on!finance,!facilities,!academics,!arts,!development!and!sustainability.!
5. Like!many!successful!urban!charters,!we!are!serving!students!and!families!with!more!resources!and!more!
options.!OSA!leaders!and!board!need!to!get!clarity!on!the!impact!on!our!mission!on!this!and!other!factors.!
In!our!attempt!to!increase!diversity!at!the!school,!there!is!a!possibility!that!more!costly!supports!will!be!
necessary.!But!OSA!was!in!part!established!to!serve!this!community.!The!current!support!model!is!
adequate!for!our!relatively!affluent!student!body.!We!need!capacity!to!incorporate!students!with!new!
support!needs.!2016917!will!be!key!in!that!the!OSA!Diversity!Task!Force!and!Step$It$Up!team!was!able!to!
recruit!a!significant!number!of!targeted!students,!many!of!whom!will!likely!need!supports.!
6. Our!Academic!program!will!require!continued!work!to!reach!the!fullest!degree!of!excellence!the!school!so!
richly!deserves.!Our!Middle!School!and!High!School!Principal!run!their!academic!programs!and!collaborate!
well!in!deciding!upon!curriculum,!materials!and!direction,!but!the!current!academic!structure!has!no!
Academic!leader!focused!on!the!breadth!of!the!school.!!.!!The!new!role!of!Artistic!Director!will!develop!
standards!for!the!arts!curriculum!as!well!as!the!current!role!of!performance!leadership.!The!school!leaders!
will!examine!roles,!goals,!and!organization!structures!for!effectiveness!and!possible!hierarchical!shifts.!!
7. Within!this!leadership!discussion,!the!acceleration!of!academic!rigor!for!an!advanced!track!of!students,!
pressure!the!school!is!facing!now,!must!be!carefully!considered!in!terms!of!cost,!cultural!impact!and!
community!impressions!of!the!school.!
8. With!the!Governor!out!of!office!after!2018,!our!largest!fundraising!source!will!be!significantly!diminished.!
Our!expense!management!discipline!will!need!to!be!honed!in!preparation!for!leaner!times.!Philanthropic!
support!from!the!Board!will!need!to!rise!significantly,!so!board!building!should!be!a!high!priority!in!the!
next!two!years.!The!second!half!of!the!third!year!of!this!strategic!plan!(Spring!2019),!the!governor!will!not!
hold!office.!
!
Fortunately,!we!expect!California!schools!to!continue!to!be!funded!without!cutbacks!or!deferrals!(which!affect!
Charters!much!harder)!for!at!least!the!next!two!years.!In!2016917!we!expect!funding!levels!to!increase!slightly!
due!to!an!accelerated!schedule!for!closing!the!gap!between!LCFF!Funding!goals!and!actual!General!Fund!
apportionments!to!schools.!Our!stage!of!growth!combined!with!current!adequate!academic!funding!offers!us!
an!excellent!opportunity!to!study,!evaluate,!and!refine!our!fundamental!processes!in!Academics!and!in!
Operations!(finance,!human!resources,!facilities,!campus!safety,!technology,!student!information!and!records,!
external!reporting,!and!general!administration).!!
!
As!we!think!about!improving!organizational,!operational!and!financial!performance!we!will!have!the!time!to!
be!thoughtful!and!intentional!about!the!systems!and!processes!we!add,!change!and!delete.!Our!efforts!now!will!
better!prepare!us!for!any!possible!future!downturn!in!public!school!funding.!!

!
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4a.) OSA)Operations)and)Finance)teams)will)develop)and)refine)operational)and)organizational)
processes)to)improve)stability.)

4.a.1!! OSA's!finance!team!will!establish!formal!fiscal!policies!and!procedures.!We!will!streamline!
transaction!processing!and!create!time!for!ongoing!financial!management!including!budget!
analysis,!monitoring!key!indicators!and!supporting!financial!decision9making.!!
•
•

OSA's!will!apply!The!Fiscal!Crisis!and!Management!Assistance!Team’s!(FCMAT)!Fiscal!Health!Analysis!tools!
to!evaluate!our!health!against!common!charter!school!challenges.!
Our!budgeting!function!will!increase!in!transparency!and!predictability!by!being!deployed!to!Principals!
and!Budget!Owners.!The!budget!process!will!be!moved!earlier!in!the!school!year!and!curriculum!decisions!
will!be!made!with!a!clear!understanding!of!fiscal!impacts.!

!

4.a.2! We!will!evolve!our!current!Human!Resources!function!from!a!largely!transaction9driven!role!to!a!
strategic!role!with!a!mission!of!finding,!developing,!and!retaining!"Best!People."!as!the!guiding!
Strategy:!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Enhance!the!quality!of!the!faculty!and!staff!through!effective!recruitment!of!a!blend!of!teachers!at!varying!
experience!levels.!
Career!advancement!and!compensation!improvement!opportunities!for!educators!within!OSA!will!be!
explored.!
Review!our!compensation!systems!with!a!goal!of!increasing!teacher!compensation!whenever!possible.!
Implement!transparent!RED!(Repeatable,!Explainable,!Defendable)!salary!structure!that!formalizes!the!
salary!schedule!of!the!school.!
Maintain!an!intentional!focus!on!building!and!cultivating!diversity!and!inclusivity!at!all!levels!of!staff!and!
faculty.!
Improve!retention!of!high!performing!teachers!through!professional!development!and!support,!and!
recognition.!
Early!recognition!of!teachers!in!need!of!support!and!effective!instructional!leadership.!
Effective!supervisory!training!for!leadership!positions,!including!leadership!theory.!
Build!infrastructure!and!support!systems!for!collaboration!across!departments,!Arts!and!Academics!and!
between!MS!and!HS.!
We!will!develop!appropriate!measures!to!track,!manage,!and!report!against!HR!goals!in!the!areas!of:!
• Teammate!Satisfaction!and!Retention!
• School!Culture!
• Diversity!
• Professional!Development!
• Process!and!Administrative!Accountability!
We!will!conduct!a!strategic!analysis!of!our!organizational!structure!with!a!focus!on!!!!!!alignment!of!goals!
with!roles!for!our!employees.!We!will!conduct!a!review!of!administrative!and!support!functions,!and!an!
analysis!to!align!jobs!and!activities!with!school!goals.!
!

4.a.3! The!facilities!function!will!develop!a!guiding!principle!of!obtaining!"Effective!Facilities"!with!long9
term!utility!that!justifies!investments!in!maintenance,!improvements!and!FF!&!E.!!
•

•

!

Our!current!approach!to!facilities!maintenance!is!highly!responsive!and!customer9oriented.!We!will!apply!
the!disciplines!of!site!inspection!developed!by!Office!of!Public!School!Construction!(OPSC).!Using!a!
standard!facility!inspection!tool!(FIT)!we!will!identify!where!our!buildings!fail!the!standard!of!“good!
repair”!and!prioritize!repairs!accordingly.!
New!projects!and!capital!improvements!will!be!defined!and!planned!in!partnership!with!Arts!and!Academic!
leaders.!We!will!deploy!project!management!fundamentals!and!progress!reporting,!and!create!an!organized!
system!of!information!and!work!flow.!
Facilities!Expansion!has!been!an!organic!and!opportunistic!process!that!has!served!the!school!
well,!as!the!needs!were!obvious!and!nearby!local!facilities!were!available.!The!original!vision!
of!populating!downtown!Oakland!with!the!energy!of!young!arts!students!has!been!enhanced!
by!the!students!walking!from!facility!to!facility:!with!their!sketchbooks!and!instruments,!video!
cameras!and!Chrome!Books,!they!are!clearly!arts!students.!Still,!the!leasing!of!different!
facilities!in!varying!states!of!repair!does!present!challenges!in!developing!upgrade!plans!and!
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deploying!personnel.!Our!preliminary!list!of!facilities!upgrade!projects!(mostly!non!capital)!
includes:!

!
)))))Need!
Whitebox!Lease!!
Main!Campus!Load!Factor!Study!(to!support!growth!plans)!
Whitebox!Sprinklers!!
Whitebox!Egress!!
Sweets!Stage!Structural!Improvements!!
Sweets!FF!and!E!Upgrades!For!Instruction!!
Sweets!Faculty!Restroom!
Sweets!Acoustics!Improvements!For!Instruction!
Newberry’s!Blinds!and!glass!replacement!(acid!damage)!
Newberry’s!Bathroom!Upgrades!!
Newberry’s!“Vibrant!Retail”!installation!!
Main!Campus!Blackout!Shades!for!Student!Center!!
Sweets!Office!Space!Upgrade!
Sweets!Green!Room!!
Sweets!Curb!Appeal!Upgrade!(Box!Office,!Signage,!etc.)!
Sweets!Carpet!Replacement!!
!
Sweets!Blinds!at!Mezzanine!Level!
!
Newberry’s!Façade!improvement!
Newberry’s!and!Sweets!9!Riot!Proofing!!
Newberry’s!Classroom!Lighting!Improvements!(TBD)!
Main!Campus!Internal!Shades!9!3nd!Floor!
Main!Campus!Internal!Shades!9!2nd!Floor!
Main!Campus!Painting!(2018!Planning!Horizon)!

Priority)
Critical!
Critical!
Important!
Important!
Important!
Important!
Important!
Important!
Important!
Important!
Important!
Important!
Optional!
Optional!
Optional!
Optional!
Optional!
Optional!
Optional!
TBD!
Optional!
Optional!
2018919!

!!
4.a.4! Our!technology!function!will!expand!from!only!supporting!hardware!to!include!"needs!analysis"!
processes!for!new!and!improved!information!systems.!!
•

Early!systems!improvements!will!include!an!Employee!Self9Service!tool!for!benefits,!a!File!Sharing!system!
for!collaboration,!and!an!evaluation!of!options!for!improved!email!and!calendaring!tools.!

!

4b.) OSA)CBO)will)drive)efforts)to)evaluate)the)organizational)stability)and)sustainability)of)the)
school)and)will)develop)sustainability)policies)and)plans)to)support)wise)and)intentional)
growth)in)facilities,)enrollment,)and)programs.)
4.b.1! Our!finance!function!will!build!a!sustainability!model!focusing!on!cash!flows!and!balance!sheet!
health!over!a!5!year!projection.!!
4.b.2! Our!finance!function!will!develop!standards!for!reserve!requirements,!contingency!plans!for!
funding!cutbacks!and/or!deferrals,!and!reserve!approach!for!unanticipated!facility!expenditures.!
4.b.3! Our!facilities!function!will!examine!risks!and!options!for!program!expansion!and!facilities!and!
drive!the!development!of!a!strategic!Greenlighting!process.!
4b.4! Our!HR!function!will!work!with!academic!leaders!to!develop!a!strategic!hiring!and!compensation!
model!focusing!on!blended!skills!among!educators.!
!
!
The!Strategic!Plan!illuminates!the!need!for!OSA!to!build!a!sustainable!Advancement!program!to!carry!the!
school!into!its!next!phase!of!existence.!Understanding!the!change!from!development!to!advancement!and!the!
high9level!fund!development!goals!for!the!Annual!Fund,!Board!Benefit!and!especially!the!Gala!over!the!next!29
3!years!is!key!so!that!the!team!can!be!structured!accordingly.!!The!goal!of!the!Development!Department!over!
the!next!three!school!years!is!to!raise!a!total!of!$2,500,000!(inclusive!of!both!restricted!and!unrestricted!funds,!
the!former!earmarked!for!specific!projects!or!programs)!to!support!OSA!in!meeting!its!overall!objectives,!
which!include!sustaining!world9class!arts!and!academic!programs,!maintaining!and!enhancing!our!historic!
buildings,!and!contributing!to!the!costs!of!arts!teachers’!salaries.!!
For!2014915,!Organizations,!Foundations,!and!Corporations!accounted!for!the!majority!of!unrestricted!
donations!to!OSA,!totaling!60%)of!total!dollars!contributed.!Comparatively,!Foundations!and!Corporations!

!
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made!up!just!20%!of!total!philanthropic!dollars!in!the!United!States!in!2013,!as!reported!by!Giving!USA’s!2014!
Report.!This!difference!points!to!the!unique!nature!of!the!OSA!fund9raising!environment:!with!its!founder!
connected!to!the!high!level!world!of!Organizations,!Foundations!and!Corporations,!OSA!reaps!the!benefits!of!
these!relationships!in!a!significant!way.!The!challenge!becomes!sustaining!something!close!to!this!level!of!
funding!once!the!school!attempts!to!accomplish!this!without!the!founder’s!direct!involvement.!This!pattern!of!
heavy!Organization,!Foundation!and!Corporation!support!will!be!examined!by!the!Development!Department!
with!an!eye!toward!bringing!that!ratio!into!a!more!expected!range!as!the!school!transitions!from!its!founder9
centric!approach.!!
Speaking!to!the!efficiency!of!the!current!fundraising!model!at!OSA,!the!cost!of!the!department!per!fundraising!
dollar!in!2014915!(inclusive!of!salaries!+!benefits)!is!$.13,!well!below!the!national!average!for!most!
organizations!of!$.209$.28!per!dollar!according!to!the!Association!for!Fundraising!Professionals.!!
Currently!the!Development!team!is!comprised!of!two!staff!members:!a!full9time!Development!Director!and!a!
full9time!Development!Associate.!The!team!works!closely!with!the!Development!Committee,!meeting!once!
every!other!month!or!as!necessary.!The!current!OSA!Development!Committee!–!comprised!of!the!OSA!
Development!Director!and!three!Board!Members!–!was!initiated!at!the!close!of!2013914!and!continues!to!meet!
throughout!the!school!year.!The!team!meets!to!check9in!about!goals!and!strategies,!and!to!provide!necessary!
guidance!and!support!in!the!growth!of!the!department.!!

4c.) The)OSA)Development)Team)and)the)school)administration)will)conduct)a)thorough)
analysis)of)donor)patterns)and)develop)plans)and)strategies)based)on)the)findings.)
)
4d.) The)Development)Team)and)Committee)will)develop)plans)to)generate)revenue)for)the)
next)three)years)to)include:)events)for)specific)projects)(*i.e.)Production)Design,)new)
music)wing,)recording)equipment);)the)Board)Gala,)the)Governor’s)Gala;)the)Annual)Fund;)
Grant=Writing,)stewardship)of)current)donors;)development)of)new)prospects.)
4.d.1! The!team!will!be!appropriately!supported!in!their!efforts!by!either!supplemental!personnel!for!
event!planning,!data!entry,!and!other!tasks,!or!alternately!new!permanent!staff!will!pick!up!some!of!
these!tasks.!
4.d.2! The!team!will!begin!the!transition!from!the!Governor’s!Gala!to!a!new!event!that!will!encompass!
those!gala!donors!still!connected!to!the!school,!the!Board!of!Directors!and!their!guests,!and!the!
local!business!and!philanthropic!communities.!This!will!conflate!the!current!two9gala!model!into!a!
single!annual!event.!
4.d.3! The!Individual!Giving!Program!will!be!further!developed!as!a!strong!source!of!funding!for!the!
school.!Thus!too!will!be!part!of!the!strategy!to!transition!from!the!current!heavily!centralized!
Governor’s!Gala!model!to!a!more!diverse!set!of!funding!streams.!The!various!streams!will!be!
strengthened!through!strategic!activities!that!may!include!small!house!parties,!talks!and!
demonstrations!through!the!newly!formed!OSA!Arts!Council,!direct!management!and!enhanced!
focus!on!the!Annual!Fund,!and!special!events!for!specific!projects!that!require!funding.!

)
4e.) The)purchase)of)a)new)donor)data)base)will)be)explored)with)the)following)values)in)mind:)
ease)of)use;)ability)to)produce)clear)reports)quickly;)customizable)to)OSA’s)specific)needs;)
company)responsiveness)to)training)and)help)requests;)ability)to)interface)with)other)
programs;)component)features)that)allow)for)minimum)purchase)at)first)to)be)
supplemented)later.)
!

!
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Below!is!a!snapshot!of!year9to9date!fundraising!activities!and!results!for!2014915!and!three!years!prior.!
Following!is!a!chart!indicating!future!fund9raising!goals,!and!finally!a!narrative!describing!each!fundraising!
activity.!
Event)
Governor’s)Gala)

2011=12)
804,739!

2012=13)
908,700!

2013=14)
1,055,159!

2014=15)
857,751!

2015=16)
(Goal))
750,000!

Annual)Fund1)

129,040!

167,533!

207,037!

289,275*!

300,000*!

Board)Benefit)

35,187!

22,224!

32,438!

50,070!

50,000!

Grants)

547,883!

31,849!

84,465!

71,144!

80,000!

Board)Membership)

6,800!

6,500!

9,400!

10,800!

17,500!

*!indicates!OSA!has!included!restricted!Funds!in!this!category.!

Governor’s)Gala)$
The!Governor’s!Gala!is!historically!OSA’s!largest!fundraising!activity!and!was!previously!managed!by!
VentureSpark.!The!Gala!is!held!in!the!Spring!of!each!year.!In!2014915,!the!event!was!managed!in9house!for!the!
first!time!by!OSA!Development!and!raised!$860,000,!$210,000!over!the!goal.!Gifts!ranged!from!$500!9!
$100,000!and!the!total!cost!to!produce!the!event!was!$21,079.!The!average!and!median!gift!sizes!from!the!Gala!
are:!$11,913!and!$5,000.!The!goal!for!2015916!and!for!the!three!years!following,!through!June!2019,!is!
$750,000.!!
State)of)the)School/Annual)Fund)campaign))
The!Annual!Fund!campaign!continues!to!be!the!second!highest9grossing!activity.!The!campaign!kicks!off!in!
September!with!the!State!of!the!School!address,!delivered!to!he!entire!staff!and!parent!body!over!two!nights!
by!the!Executive!and!Artistic!Director.!This!has!been!an!OSA!tradition!since!2010,!signifying!the!start!of!the!
school!year!by!illuminating!the!goals!and!themes!for!the!year,!and!it!runs!through!June!of!each!school!year.!To!
support!the!campaign,!Development!initiates!three!Direct!Mailings!throughout!the!year!(October,!November!
and!another!in!April)!to!families!who!have!not!yet!contributed,!and!writes!unique!copy!for!all!solicitation!and!
acknowledgement!letters.!!
In!order!to!promote!a!culture!of!giving,!in!2013!the!Development!Dept.!instituted!Giving!Circles,!with!specific!
benefit!packages!assigned!to!the!different!levels.!In!2013914,!we!saw!52%!participation!in!the!Annual!Fund!
campaign,!whereas!in!2014915,!we!saw!41%.!When!restricted!donations!are!considered!(those!specified!for!a!
purpose!or!department),!we!had!63%!participation.!The!average!and!median!gift!sizes!to!the!Annual!Fund!are!
$700!and!$250,!respectively.!!
Over!the!next!three!school!year!periods,!Development!will!strive!to!increase!individual!giving!at!all!levels!of!
$1,000!and!above,!but!particularly!at!the!$2,500!level!and!above.!In!addition,!Development!will!“Poll”!the!
Annual!Fund!giving!community!to!explore!their!stewardship!experience!at!OSA!(dinners,!appreciation!events,!
benefits!packages,!etc.).!Their!feedback!will!determine!the!appropriate!approach!for!next!year.!
Fundraising!goals!for!the!Annual!Fund!in!school!years!ending!June!2017,!2018!and!2019!are!$300,000,!
$325,000!and!$350,000,!respectively.!
Board)Benefit))
The!Annual!Board!Benefit!is!a!special!Board9driven!fundraising!event!that!yielded!$50,070!for!the!school!year!
2014915!in!which!greater!participation!from!Board!members!than!in!the!two!years!prior!was!evident.!
Communications!were!primarily!managed!internally,!with!specially!designed!invitations!and!donor!cards!from!
Digital!Media!students,!and!an!event!webpage!created!by!Development.!OSA’s!Schools!of!Instrumental!and!
Vocal!Music!performed!at!the!event!with!a!special!guest!musician.!The!total!cost!to!produce!this!event!was!
$8,240.!OSA’s!goal!for!2015916!was!to!raise!$50,000!and!that!figure!will!remain!the!same!for!the!three!years!

!
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covered!by!this!plan.!The!longer9range!plan!as!outlined!in!3.b.3!creates!a!transition!period!in!which!the!
Governor’s!Gala!and!the!Board!Gala!become!a!single!event!that!provides!stewardship!and!connectivity!
between!all!the!donors!and!at!that!time!the!fund9raising!goal!will!be!in!the!$250,0009$300,000!range.!!
Institutional)Grants))
Due!to!capacity!limitations,!grant!writing!efforts!have!been!strategically!and!carefully!planned.!For!the!past!
three!years,!OSA’s!Development!Director!created!a!grants!pipeline!for!which!to!track!applications,!reporting!
and!Letter!of!Intent!submission!dates!for!new!and!existing!prospects.!!
In!2015916,!the!Development!team!hired!a!Development!Associate!with!grant!writing!skills,!to!focus!on!the!
pursuit!of!Foundation!relationships!$5,000!and!above!in!support!of!special!projects!and!programs!(Step!it!Up,!
Artists!in!Residency,!Arts!Departments!needs,!Poetry!Out!Loud)!and!$25,000!and!above!for!general!operating!
support.$!
Board)Membership))
Each!fiscal!year,!the!Board!is!asked!to!make!the!expected!membership!contribution!of!$1,750!to!OSA.!In!the!
past!four!years,!Board!membership!has!ranged!from!33%!to!77%,!landing!in!2015916!at!54%.!The!$1,750!
represented!the!per!student!cost!of!budget!needs!over!and!above!the!State!allocation.!In!recent!years,!with!
school!growth,!the!economy!of!scale!kicked!in!and!eased!the!burden!of!supporting!certain!programs!without!
direct!funds.!
Tracking)Restricted)Gifts)
It!is!important!to!track!this!information!because!the!vast!majority!of!these!gifts!are!made!during!the!State!of!
the!School/Annual!Fund!pitch!at!the!start!of!the!year.!In!2014915,!nearly!$80,000!in!restricted!donations!was!
received.!These!funds!are!independently!managed!by!Department!Chairs!in!partnership!with!appointed!
parent!volunteers.!!In!the!coming!years,!as!the!Development!team!grows,!the!department!will!assist!the!arts!
and!academic!departments!with!grant!writing!or!other!fundraising!efforts.!In!2014915,!Development!required!
that!all!arts!departments!create!a!clear!budget!with!“wish!lists”!to!help!prepare!for!and!streamline!fundraising!
efforts.!This!practice!will!continue!in!future!years,!systemically!tying!fund9raising!to!specified!projects!and!
curriculum.!
!

4f.) The)Development)Committee)will)assess)the)state)of)the)Development)Team)and)
recommend)to)the)full)board)a)staffing)scenario)commensurate)with)the)needs)of)the)
school.)The)concept)of)a)major)gifts)officer)will)be)explored,)as)will)the)need)for)an)event)
planner.)
)
4g.) To)build)and)strengthen)the)OSA)development)program)for)the)future,)the)following)will)
be)considered:)the)establishment)of)an)Advisory)Board)that)will)serve)as)outside)eyes)and)
ears)for)the)Board;)a)speaker)series)or)other)Thought)Leadership)events)that)position)OSA)
at)the)cutting)edge)of)arts)education)and)community)involvement;)a)Community)Outreach)
staff)position,)either)within)or)outside)of)the)Development)Department;)and)an)Alumni)
Council)with)a)representative)from)each)graduating)class.)
!
Major)Gifts)Officer,)Arts)Advisory)Board)and)Event)Planner)for)2016N17)
The!Development!Department!must!determine!the!level!of!involvement!of!the!founder!through!June!2019.!
This!information!will!help!to!define!OSA’s!Major!Gifts!program!strategy.!Major!gifts!will!be!defined!as!$5,000!
and!above!coming!from!individuals.!Stewardship!and!strategic!designing!of!benefits!for!these!donors!must!be!
a!vital!part!of!the!strategy.!Other!facets!of!this!position!could!include:!
•

•

!

The!creation!of!an!Arts!Advisory!Board!of!high9level!donors!with!deep!arts!involvement!or!appreciation!to!
advise!and!guide!the!school,!as!well!as!introduce!new!individuals!to!the!school!as!possible!contributors!and!
participants!in!school!activities.!
A!speaker!series,!perhaps!394!events!per!year!that!will!feature!dynamic!leaders!in!arts9related!fields.!
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•
•
•

!
!
Organizing!events!to!expand!the!donor!base!and!steward!current!donors.!
Assisting!the!Development!Director!in!crafting!a!long9range!donor!stewardship!and!recruitment!strategy.!
!

An!Event!Planner!should!be!part!of!the!team,!perhaps!on!an!event9by9event!basis,!to!ensure!the!time!of!the!DD!
is!not!consumed!with!planning!and!executing!the!events!associated!with!Development!activities.!The!Arts!
Council!or!Advisory!Board!concept,!while!not!new,!may!be!one!of!the!keys!to!the!new!era!for!OSA.!The!school!
is!considered!an!open!and!enthusiastic!partner!by!its!local!affiliates,!but!the!Council!can!provide!a!more!
formally!designated!forum!for!the!exchange!of!ideas!and!even!deeper!collaborations.!Given!OSA’s!position!
within!the!Oakland!arts!eco9system,!being!the!hub!of!a!strong!and!aligned!citywide!artistic!leadership!group!
makes!perfect!sense!as!the!next!step!in!the!school’s!evolution!from!renegade!start9up!to!darling!of!the!
establishment.!In!Oakland,!of!course,!the!‘establishment’!is!gloriously!rebellious!and!would!be!a!fringe!group!
almost!anywhere!else!

)
F. CONCLUSION)
There!are!cities!in!the!world!that!become!associated!with!certain!artistic!movements!or!styles!or!genres.!In!the!
second!decade!of!the!millennium,!there!is!no!shortage!of!these!types!of!associations:!Berlin!for!cutting!edge!
video!and!visual!work;!Venice!for!the!outrageous!Biennale;!Bud,!Bali!for!batik!and!palm!frond!funeral!
arrangements.!There!are!many!more!examples!of!the!arts!as!a!cultural!driver,!economic!engine!and!artistic!
expression!of!its!city’s!values!and!aesthetics!.!.!,!,!,!!and!then!there!is!Oakland,!California!in!2016.!
Oakland!is!a!city!that!begs!for!a!new!vocabulary!–!its!uniqueness,!its!juxtaposition!of!disparate!elements!make!
traditional!phrasing!seem!trite!and!inadequate.!Some!of!the!most!iconic!renegades!in!American!History!are!
associated!with!Oakland:!The!Hells!Angels,!The!Black!Oak!Riders,!the!Black!Panthers,!even!our!own!football!
team,!the!Oakland!Raiders,!has!a!definite!aura!that!says!.!.!.!.!.!.!.!.!Oakland.!The!Oakland$School$for$the$Arts,!even!
with!more!than!a!third!of!its!student!population!residing!outside!the!city!limits,!is!expected!to!look!like!
Oakland!and!produce!work!that!represents!Oakland.!A!detailed!description!of!exactly!what!this!artistic!output!
means!to!the!world!we!will!leave!to!the!Arts!Council!and!another!written!treatise;!suffice!to!say!there!is!no!
shortage!of!examples!of!the!Oakland!brand!in!the!world,!be!it!Ledisi,$Goapele,$or$Marshawn$Lynch,!not!to!
mention!our!own!Zendaya,$Kehlani$and$Vocal$Rush.!
In!its!14th!year,!OSA!has!become!a!substantial!institution!somewhat!removed!from!its!start9up!mentality!and!
entering!a!phase!of!reflection!and!process!development.!With!a!charter!and!WASC!accreditation!both!running!
through!2020,!leases!on!annex!facilities!secured!until!2021,!and!with!increasing!popularity!among!the!parent!
communities!of!Oakland!and!beyond,!OSA!is!poised!to!solidify!its!future!and!increase!its!financial!capacity!
through!this!strategic!plan!and!the!implementation!of!its!thoughtful!strategies.!!The!actions!we!take!will!be!
viewed!through!the!lenses!of!a!variety!of!stakeholder!groups:!the!Board!and!school!leadership,!teachers!and!
the!clerical!staff!and!security!crew;!families!and!extended!families,!and!students,!from!prospective!through!
alumni;!local!community!and!business!coalitions!are!also!part!of!the!equation.!Schools,!and!OSA!in!particular,!
are!complex!places,!affecting!many!people!and!groups,!and!subject!to!scrutiny!and!input!from!the!public!at!
large!in!ways!that!few!other!institutions!face.!OSA!has!benefited!from!community!involvement!in!the!areas!of!
fund9raising,!expertise!for!special!projects,!ample!publicity,!large!audiences!for!shows!and!direct!contact!with!
the!media,!who!run!numerous!OSA!stories!from!a!variety!of!perspectives.!This!is!a!strength!on!which!the!
school!needs!to!capitalize,!because!the!challenges!defined!below!can!be!significantly!impacted!by!the!
contributions!of!the!larger!community.!!The!OSA!message!needs!to!be!heard!throughout!the!region:!We!are!an!
arts!resource!and!beacon!for!the!city!of!Oakland,!and!your!contributions!(in!whatever!form)!are!an!investment!
in!a!major!civic!institution!that!will!affect!your!children!and!grand9children,!as!well!as!your!economic!viability.!
The!challenges!that!OSA!will!face!in!the!near!and!middle!future!are!numerous.!One!of!them!is!the!
unpredictability!of!the!challenges!themselves.!State!funding!for!K912!education!looks!as!strong!in!2016!as!it!
has!in!decades,!the!robust!economy!is!reflected!in!donation!numbers,!and!the!charter!school!movement,!while!
under!attack!from!teachers!unions!and!other!political!factions,!seems!strong!and!continues!to!produce!more!
charter!schools.!!Still,!any!of!these!factors!could!turn!in!a!moment,!and!long9range!planning!in!the!public!K912!

!
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environment!beyond!three!years!is!often!a!futile!exercise.!

!

The!four!goals!emerged!from!the!focused!reflection!undertaken!by!the!Board!and!the!senior!staff,!a!reflection!
that!was!informed!by!knowledge!obtained,!in!most!cases,!after!many!years!with!the!school.!!The!aspirations!of!
the!staff,!in!a!constantly!shifting!environment,!have!been!a!surprising!constant:!to!educate!a!diverse!group!of!
creative!students!who!demonstrate!commitment!and!show!growth,!in!an!exciting!urban!environment!that!is!
free,!during!the!school!day,!of!distractions!and!interference.!In!late!2007,!after!yet!another!leadership!change,!
the!staff!was!polled!as!to!what!they!expected!from!their!leadership,!and!61%!listed!competence!as!their!first!
choice.!!The!message!was!clear:!we!know!how!to!do!this!work,!we!are!growing!daily,!and!what!we!need!is!a!
structure!in!place!that!is!balanced,!consistent,!and!can!bear!the!weight!of!what!we!are!attempting!to!do.!Fifteen!
employees!out!of!forty9two!remain!from!that!time,!and!now!represent!only!14%!of!the!110!who!comprise!the!
2016!staff.!Yet!the!institutional!memory!and!foundational!knowledge!of!this!core!group!is!powerful,!and!helps!
to!keep!the!school!grounded.!That!early!message!should!not!be!forgotten.!Competence!may!seem!to!be!a!low9
level!prerequisite!for!the!greatness!to!which!this!school!aspires;!still,!it!is!not!a!given!and!must!be!worked!on!
each!day.!
Some!of!the!essential!outcomes!OSA!has!agreed!upon!will!be!achieved!in!ways!that!require!an!enormous!
amount!of!collaboration:!top9tier!college!acceptances!and!high!49year!university!percentages;!attracting!a!
diverse!student!body;!superior!achievement!statistics!as!measured!by!standardized!state!test!scores,!SAT/ACT!
scores!(with!continued!growth!in!mathematics!and!increasing!rigor!in!the!sciences);!flawless!graduation!rates!
and!minimal!formal!disciplinary!action;!robust!financial!health!including!budgetary!precision,!fundraising!
success!and!strategic!resource!allocation;!and!of!course!the!creation!of!profound!and!aesthetically!
sophisticated!works!of!art!in!all!of!its!art!schools.!In!recent!years,!as!one!of!the!school’s!WASC!priorities!up!
until!2014,!staff!collaboration!rose!to!the!top!as!one!of!the!three!pillars!in!that!previous!era.!It!still!lives!now!in!
Core!Value!#3.!If!any!single!factor!could!portend!the!success!or!failure!of!the!school!achieving!the!goals!of!this!
plan,!it!may!very!well!be!the!ability!of!staff!to!collaborate,!to!work!together!to!reach!not!the!often!watered9
down!consensus!that!passes!for!agreement,!but!a!synthesis!of!complex!ideas!that!may!at!first!seem!mutually!
exclusive,!but!through!creative!problem9solving!and!a!growth!mind!set!become!the!parameters!of!a!higher!
level!of!thought!and!a!broader!scope!of!leadership.!
Each!of!the!constituent!groups!within!the!school!will!make!a!contribution!to!the!goals!laid!out!above,!and!
ultimately!the!resources!at!hand!for!OSA!will!be!deployed!in!the!interest!of!making!progress!on!those!goals.!
There!will!be!action!items!to!attack!and!checkpoints!at!which!progress!will!be!measured.!OSA!is!well9situated!
to!take!the!findings!and!direction!of!this!Strategic!Plan!and!accelerate!the!school!to!its!next!level!of!excellence!
and!relevance.!Its!leadership,!when!inspired!by!the!vision!of!the!future!–!to!give!the!world!generations!of!
critical!thinkers!and!innovative!problem9solvers!who!demonstrate!the!essential!value!of!the!arts!in!all!that!we!
do!–!can!steer!the!action!items!through!the!narrows!to!come!out!the!other!side!intact!and!flourishing.!But!for!
that!to!occur!it!must!see!the!world!clearly,!act!with!imagination!and!purpose,!and!develop!the!skill!to!adjust!on!
the!fly!without!compromising!the!school’s!goals!and!values.!In!other!words,!the!OSA!leaders!should!embody!
the!qualities!defined!in!their!own!vision!statement:!creative!problem9solving!is!to!the!millennium!what!
continuous!improvement!was!to!the!1950s.!

!
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